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Single-stream request for proposals
written so only Casella could win,
Portland-based company claims
By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Cheney photos by John Clarke Russ • Bangor Daily News

Garrett Cheney, 23, of South Berwick is escorted out of the courtroom after sentencing Wednesday at the Penobscot Judicial Center in
Bangor. Cheney will serve seven years in prison in connection with the hit-and-run accident that took the life of University of Maine student Jordyn Bakley, 20, of Camden, on Jan. 30, 2010.

Man convicted in 2010 death of UM student Jordyn Bakley sentenced
News Editor

BANGOR — A South Berwick man will serve seven
years in prison with four years
probation for the death of University of Maine student Jordyn Bakley, 20, of Camden, on
Jan. 30, 2010.
At the conclusion of his sentencing hearing Wednesday at
the Penobscot Judicial Center
in Bangor, Cheney was taken
into custody and escorted from

the courtroom. Family members waved to him, shouting
goodbyes.
His mother, Pamela Fife,
yelled, “I love you, baby.”
Cheney was convicted of
manslaughter in July 2011 for
Bakley’s death, but sentencing
was delayed when his attorney, William Bly, contested the
conviction in September based
on allegations of jury tampering and asked the court to either produce the jurors or grant
Cheney a new trial. Superior
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Firm alleges UM
contract process
showed favoritism

Cheney
to serve
7 years
for hitand-run

By Beth Kevit

Black Bears to travel south to continue
run in FCS National Quarterfinals

Court Justice William Anderson did not find evidence to
support Bly’s allegations.
He was sentenced to 15
years in prison, but the judge
suspended all but seven of
those years. Anderson deliberated for approximately half-anhour after listening to hours of
often-tearful testimony from
members of both Bakley’s and
Cheney’s families.
While addressing the judge,
J.C. Bakley, Jordyn’s father,
held up a small, blue velvet

bag in his right hand, his back
to the audience.
“This is all I have left, judge.
This is my daughter. This is
our daughter. This is all I have
left,” he said. “This is what I
have to hug.
“I will never experience seeing her graduate from college. I
will never dance with her at her
wedding,” he continued. “I will
remember, however, Jan. 24,
the last day I saw her in Orono.
See Cheney on A4

Michael
Shepherd •
Editor in Chief

“I will never
experience seeing
her graduate from
college. I will never
dance with her at
her wedding.”

Jordyn Bakley’s
parents, J.C.
and Louise,
address media
after Garrett Cheney’s
sentencing
Wednesday in
Bangor. When
asked by media
if he thought
Cheney was
sorry for the
actions he was
convicted of, he
said, “I saw no
remorse. I expected none.”

J.C. Bakley
Father of Jordyn Bakley

A Portland-based company
vying for the University of
Maine’s single-stream recycling
contract attached a cover letter with its June bid, saying the
university’s request for proposals effectively precluded it from
bidding.
The university denies many
of Portland-based ecomaine’s
claims, saying the company
wasn’t awarded the contract due
to prohibitive estimated costs
associated with trucking recyclables longer distances.
Three companies bid on the
contract, which was awarded to
Pine Tree Waste Services Inc.,
a Hampden-based subsidiary of
Casella Waste Systems Inc.
The cover letter for ecomaine’s proposal states the
company was “disappointed”
with the RFP, adding that it
“was drafted with such narrow
requirements that it precludes a
Maine-owned non-profit company from effectively bidding.”
“We were made aware that
the RFP was written with a specific contractor in mind,” the letter continues.
Ecomaine is owned and operated by 21 southern Maine municipalities and lists another 22
as “associate members.” It processed more than 35,000 tons
of recyclables using a singlestream system in its the 2010-11
fiscal year, which ended June
30.
The company, which handles
recycling for the University
of Southern Maine, alleges it
wasn’t selected because the request for proposals (RFP) was
written in such a way that only
Casella could successfully bid.
Missi Labbe, the company’s
program development manager, said UMaine’s RFP contained two stipulations making ecomaine ineligible for the
contract: The company had to
have a minimum of five years of
experience operating a similar
program and operate a single-

stream material recovery facility or transfer station within 30
miles of campus.
Ecomaine’s Portland facility
is approximately 145 miles from
campus, and the only other bidder’s facility is located in Oakland, approximately 65 miles
from campus.
When asked of available
transfer points within a 30mile radius of Orono, Labbe
could only think of Pine Tree in
Hampden.
“There’s only one, and it’s
run by the company they currently have,” she said.
‘Just a technicality’
The proposals were due on
July 12. At that point, ecomaine’s
single-stream program had been
in operation for four years and
two months, Labbe said.
June Baldacci, UMaine’s director of purchasing and resource
efficiency, denies ecomaine’s allegations. She said the RFP was
not drafted with Casella’s other
university contract in mind.
Casella currently holds a 20year contract to build and operate an approximately 6-mile
landfill gas pipeline joining
Juniper Ridge Landfill in Old
Town and the university’s Steam
Plant. That contract recently
moved forward after nearly a
year of stagnation due in part to
fluctuation in the market price
for landfill gas.
In a written statement, Baldacci addressed the two stipulations.
“The University transports
the material to the transfer station, and [30 miles] was considered to be the most practical limit in terms of cost,” she
wrote.
As for the five-year requirement, Baldacci wrote that
UMaine “wanted to ensure that
the contractor had the necessary
experience in processing and
marketing recyclables and also
that there was a sufficient history of regulatory compliance.”
See Ecomaine on A4

North of Orono, a home medical pot company thrives
By Michael Shepherd
Editor in Chief

LAGRANGE — In the middle
of nowhere, the Burkes have a garage full of legal marijuana.
They don’t want you to know
where they are. In a feeble effort
hunting for the house last week, I
called Jim Burke for directions.
“You just passed me twice,” he
said.
He was right, but he had never
seen my car. His security system,
with indoor and outdoor cameras
feeding into a television, showed
him.
Out of a converted barn attached to a farmhouse about 30
minutes north of the University of
Maine, Jim and wife, Susan, run
Care by Cannabis, a limited liability company.

OntheWeb

Reactions to sentence
at mainecampus.com

Care by Cannabis is a cooperative of growers. Jim and Susan
Burke, along with a friend from
Milo, are medical marijuana patients and “caregivers,” each allowed by state law to provide up
to 5 ounces of marijuana a month
to a maximum of five patients
with a doctor’s recommendation.
Currently, 14 patients, including
the 3 caregivers, grow their plants
under the Burkes’ roof.
Jim, 52, has a lot to look out
for. He said he has invested
$60,000 in the growing operation
thus far.
Nobody has tried robbing him
yet, but Jim has a plan for anyone
who may.
“In the daytime, I’m calling the
cops,” he said. “If it’s nighttime,
I’m greeting them with a gun.”
“Everyone around here knows

he’s got 20 guns upstairs,” Susan,
40, piped up.
“I’m known as a sportsman,”
Jim said.
But even with guns, the marijuana production business has its
struggles — the Burkes can attest
to that.
‘You’ll do anything’
From its roots in a single room,
the growing operation now comprises eight, with average electric bills for the property running
$2,000 per month.
Two of the rooms are chiefly
used to hold flowering plants
while four others serve a variety
of purposes from drying harvested stock to vegetative growth
— those plants yet to bloom. One
room, a secondary kitchen, is used
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F
21°

38°
F
27°

for preparation and genetics work
to create a patient’s perfect plant.
A space in the basement holds
male plants, sequestering their
pollen in an area separated from
the females in an effort to control
genetic lines and avoid a seedy
finished product.
By Christmas, Care by Cannabis will be maxed out with its
number of permissible patients.
The three caregivers will have 15
patients and won’t be legally able
to take any more. Patients from
Piscataquis to Kennebec counties are on the roster, Jim said, and
there’s a waiting list for spots.
And in two years, he said, all
business expenses will be paid off
and profit will roll in.
Jim had been working heavy
See Marijuana on A3
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Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief

Blueberry, a type of marijuana that grows with a blue hue and fruity
smell, is one of the more noticeable plants in Burke’s grow rooms.
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UMF plans tobacco ban,
following UMaine’s lead

Local representative guest of honor on Tuesday

Sidelko has spoken with trustees about system-wide rule
the executive director of Student Affairs, and
he said there’s nothing in the works.”
So far, only the Orono and Farmington
As the University of Maine prepares to campuses have considered smoking bans. Acusher in the final stage of its tobacco-free cording to Sidelko, Farmington’s smoking
policy in January by requiring full compli- ban will imitate UMaine’s.
“I know Farmington’s plan is starting on
ance through enforcement, the idea has been
floated by one UMaine administrator to im- [Jan. 1],” she said.
Sidelko added that the possibility of a sysplement similar policies at other University
tem-wide ban is certainly there but enforcing
of Maine System campuses.
Lauri Sidelko, director of UMaine’s Al- one would be a challenge.
Farmington in particular could experience
cohol and Drug Education Program, which
helps facilitate UMaine’s tobacco-free poli- difficulties in achieving compliance at its
cy, recently addressed the board of trustees on campus. With public streets intersecting parts
the possibility of instituting a similar ban for of the campus, enforcing a smoking ban could
be difficult, if not impossible. Random passother campuses within the system.
“I spoke to the board of trustees about a ers-by may not take kindly to a policy that
system-wide ban,” Sidelko said. “I don’t con- does not affect them.
“It’s all very different,” Sidelko said. “A
sider it a ban — it’s a policy change.”
However, according to Peggy Markson, campus that is separate like ours makes it
system spokeswoman, there are no plans for a easy to enforce, but a campus inside a city
with buildings in separate parts raises new
system-wide smoking ban.
“It’s not something that the board voted problems.”
Additionally, not every campus community
on,” Markson said, adding that she knew of
no plans for a system-wide ban. “I spoke to would view a tobacco ban in the same light.
“Every campus has their own culture and
own standards,” Sidelko said.
At UMaine, the tobacco ban has been met
with both positive and negative feedback
from students.
“We get plenty of people coming out for
and against it,” Sidelko said. “The negative
tends to be more outspoken, but we get plenty
of positive support as well.”
If more campuses in the University of
Maine System follow suit, they will join a
groundswell of institutional support for the
policy from such schools as the University of
Kentucky, University of Florida and University of Michigan, among others.
“Over 500 campuses have gone smokingfree out of 4,200 nationwide,” Sidelko said.
Past polls have shown that smokers are
a minority population on college campuses,
even though many believe otherwise.
A 2010 American College Health Association report found that just 19 percent of college students reported smoking cigarettes at
least once in the last 30 days. Conversely, the
perceptions of the same students surveyed
showed that students believed more than 80
percent of their peers had smoked in the same
time period.
With legislation at both the state and
campus levels consistently narrowing where
smoking is allowed, the trend certainly
Christie Edwards • The Maine Campus doesn’t hold good news for smokers. Sidelko
Jeremy Smith, a second-year zoology student,
feels smoking will not be welcome on college
smokes outside Fogler Library in November. A
campuses much longer.
policy similar to the University of Maine’s Tobac“I think it’s a matter of time — maybe
co-Free Campus begins January 1, 2012 at the
10 years — before the rest follow suit,” she
University of Maine at Farmington.
said.

By Chris Chase
Staff Reporter

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Rep. Emily Cain, D-Orono, the House minority leader, hugs Nate Wildes, a student who has had the
opportunity to work closely with Cain, during a reception in the Fogler Library’s University Club on
Tuesday evening. Cain spent Tuesday at the University of Maine, meeting with students, faculty and
staff members as part of the Margaret Chase Smith Policy Center Distinguished Maine Policy Fellow
Program. Cain is a graduate and part-time employee of UMaine.

University of Maine Briefs

UM engineering professor
headed to White House
University of Maine Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering Karen Horton
will attend an event at the
White House on Dec. 9 to recognize American businesses
or organizations that help to
recruit girls and retain women
in science, technology, engineering, and math, which are
also known as STEM fields.
Horton is one of the founders of UMaine’s ADVANCE
Rising Tide Center, which
seeks to promote girls and
women in STEM fields.
Agency representatives and
White House officials will
participate and host several
small group discussions. The
sessions will focus on changing the stereotypes of girls in

the sciences and technology
areas, mentoring and supporting and retaining women in
the STEM workforce.

Orono closure is not associated with national cuts, and he
said employees at the Orono
branch will be relocated.

Bank of America plans to
close Orono branch

Kappa Sigma holds holiday
food-drive

Bank of America’s Orono
branch at 56 Main St. will
close on March 16, according
to a company spokesman. The
Old Town branch at 330 Main
St. will remain open.
The Orono branch notified
its customers in writing sometime last week of the closure.
The move comes after an
August announcement from
Bank of America that outlined
its intentions to curb costs and
cut 3,500 jobs nationally.
Bank of America has 33
branches across Maine. A
company spokesman said the

The University of Maine’s
Kappa Sigma Fraternity held
an event Dec. 6 that collected over 1,000 canned goods
and raised $420, according
to spokesman Max Parsons, a
brother of the fraternity.
“We were able to touch a
great number of people,” Parsons wrote in an email.
The effort was aimed at
assisting the Good Shepherd
Food-Bank, a food pantry
with locations across Maine.
All proceeds will be donated
to the pantry, according to
Parsons.

Correction...
In the Dec. 5 issue of The Maine Campus, a cutline in the sports section identified the
player in a photo on page B6 as senior forward Spencer Abbott. The photo was of sophomore forward Jon Swavely.

ROC oversight increased, to senator’s chagrin
By Thomas Frisk

For The Maine Campus
With word at last week’s University
of Maine Student Government meeting
that Auxiliary Services has increased
oversight of Residents on Campus’
budget, there was widespread indignation among senators.
Senators last Tuesday cried out
against Dan Sturrup, interim director
of Auxiliary Services, for imposing
guidelines on ROC, a board of Student Government that represents resident students, which was previously
allowed to allocate money at its own
discretion.
“ROC can’t spend their own money,” said senator and former ROC
member Chris Knoblock.
Tucker Adams, ROC vice president
of programming, said last week believes the new guidelines are in place
because of the mistakes of past ROC

administrations — a reason he feels tributed to the new financial policy.
put it into place for that specific reaAuxiliary Services has stepped up its
“They looked at every single as- son,” he said.
oversight.
pect of money and where it was going
Sturrup said ROC approached him
“It’s money for on-campus students and how it was being audited,” Adams for guidance in the new system and he
by on-campus students,” Sturrup add- said. “At the time, ROC took a check said both the request, and the desire to
ed.
from Auxiliary Services and was given prevent double-spending, led to greatPrevious ROC administrations had free rein over everything. Nobody was er oversight.
been using their blank
“It’s not like they need
“When they could fly solo like that, they
check to fund organizations
ROC to spend this monthat did not exclusively
ey. It’s their money in
were spending money on stuff they should
benefit those on-campus
the first place,” said ROC
not have been spending money on.”
students recognized under
President Dylan Wingthe guidelines.
field. “[Sturrup] would
Patrick Hart rather provide the oppor“When they could fly
solo like that, they were
Vice president tunity for a student-run
spending money on stuff
Residents on Campus organization to take care
they should not have been
of these issues on campus
spending money on,” said Patrick checking the books except for the vice to benefit residential students.”
Hart, ROC vice president.
president for financial affairs.”
Sturrup used the example of inNew University of Maine System
“[This] summer we moved over to creased oversight of the Maine Turnregulations require a more stringent a department at the university. All or- pike Authority after a scandal last
auditing procedure.
ders go through [Residential] Life. We spring involving its executive director,
“The University of Maine has be- can still spend it on what we want, but which prompted the state Legislature
come tighter,” Sturrup said, which con- it’s basically an insurance policy. Dan to pass a law mandating new practic-

es within the agency, to describe the
university’s formerly unmet need for
financial scrutiny in student groups.
Paul Violette, former executive director of the MTA, ran the organization
that spent approximately $157,000 of
taxpayer money from 2005 to 2006 on
gift cards from hotels and restaurants.
Violette said those gift certificates
were intended to be used for fundraising for regional charities; however,
the Office of Program Evaluation and
Government Accountability could
only verify $15,000 in gift certificates
making it into the hands of charities.
It is not clear who received the rest
of the gift certificates, but some, according to OPEGA, were redeemed at
hotels in France, Italy, the Czech Republic, Canada and Bermuda.
Violette resigned in March from the
MTA, which oversees the 106-mile
turnpike that runs from York to Gardiner.

Student Entertainment gets $40,000
Knoblock says senate doesn’t have ‘priorities in check’
By Thomas Frisk

For The Maine Campus
The University of Maine
Student Senate allocated over
half of its remaining unallocated budget Tuesday night by
approving more than $40,000
for Student Entertainment.
The senate approved the
funds without debate. At last
week’s meeting, Vice President for Student Entertainment
Joseph “Pat” Nabozny said
Student Entertainment did not
have enough money in its account to cover the costs of two
potential shows. If both shows
were booked and Student Entertainment did not have the
money, Nabozny said, UMSG
could be sued.
“We had a really good conversation about the needs of
Student Entertainment and
where they would need to be
put on those two [shows]. [We

approved] $40,000 so they
could have the two shows in
the spring,” said Vice President for Financial Affairs Nathan Kinney.
Exactly what shows will
be financed will not be announced until those shows are
confirmed.
“In their main motion last
week, they only asked for
$30,000. Is there any reason why you bumped that
[$]30,000 up to [$40,000]?”
asked Sen. Daniel Norwood.
“The funding request that
came to executive budgetary
committee was [$]60,000.”
said Student Body Vice President Caleb Rosser.
The senate now has less
than $50,000 in unallocated
funds to roll over to the spring
semester. Sen. Chris Knoblock admonished fellow senators for what he saw as a hasty
vote.

“You [other senators] spent
$53,414.02. Keep that in mind.
You spent a lot of money today. We spend a lot of money
in senate. Today, we spent 10
minutes debating [a] $480
resolution for juggling and no
debate on a $40,000 resolution
to Student Entertainment,” he
said.
“That doesn’t show that we
have our priorities in check,”
Knoblock said.
The senate allocated $1,320
to Maine Steiners, $1,875 to
International Affairs Association, $80 to the Juggling Club
and $1,500 to the International
Student Association for the
student United Nations.
The last meeting of the semester also marked the last
days for Sens. Ben Goodman and Alex Price as senators. Both will both be going
to Washington, D.C., in the
spring.
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“Trust me. When you find out you have
cancer, you’ll go online and you’ll do
anything to stay alive — legal or not.”
Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief

Jim Burke
Care by Cannabis

Jim Burke, 52, of Lagrange, showed part of his medical marijuana growing operation to The Maine Campus in a visit last
week. Burke, a state-licensed “caregiver,” helps run Care by Cannabis, a limited liability company that serves 15 patients.

Marijuana
from A1

construction for Brewer-based Cianbro
for 18 years when doctors discovered he
had small-cell lung and bone cancer in
2009. While working there, he was subject to periodic drug testing, a stipulation
that excluded marijuana as a medicine.
“When I come down with cancer, I
had people dropping off free pot,” he
said. “Trust me. When you find out you
have cancer, you’ll go online and you’ll
do anything to stay alive — legal or not.”
Jim left his job with Cianbro and underwent chemotherapy and radiation to
try to beat the tumor, all while using marijuana. He said he went through the treatments with 12 others.
“I was the only one walking at the end
of it, I believe. They were so worn out
from it,” he said.
In contrast to his weakened counterparts, Jim said he gained 50 pounds going
through chemotherapy, which he called
“incredible.” He now is in remission and
uses marijuana chiefly for pain management. Still, he can’t stand for more than
four hours a day without severe pain.
“Not only did it help with pain and ap-

petite, I believe it shrunk the tumor,” he
said.
Contrary to cases of systemic abuse
cited by those opposed to the medical
marijuana movement, Jim said there
isn’t a patient Care by Cannabis has who
doesn’t need help. Some have cancer.
Some have Crohn’s disease. Jim said he
even has a strain of pot that works well
for epileptics.
“Most every one of them is using a
cane, walker or wheelchair,” he said.
“They’re crippled — no doubt whatsoever.”
The Burkes also aim to keep prices
low, and Jim thinks his prices may be the
lowest in the state.
Though prices are slated to increase by
$25 soon, the Burkes’ average strain sells
for approximately $150 an ounce, except
for the purest forms of sativa — one of
three species of cannabis, known for inducing energetic highs and stimulating
appetite, that is rarely used for the chronic
pain management most of his clients
seek.
Jim didn’t mention a recently announced 5 percent tax of marijuana sold
for medicinal purposes levied by the
Maine Revenue Services, reported Nov. 3
by the Capitol News Service, as a reason
for the increase.
According to Patrick Robinson, a board member of
Compassionate
Caregiv-

WANTED

For humpity-humping and other mischief
definitely on the NAUGHTY list
Photo courtesy of Kevin Dooley via Flickr.com

Now kids, try to stay on
the Nice List over break
We’ll be back with an issue on
Jan. 12, 2012
Happy Holidays

ers of Maine, a nonprofit group aiming to
provide patients with qualified caregivers,
the normal market price for caregivers is
approximately $250 per ounce. Dispensaries are usually upward of $300 per
ounce.
“Profit isn’t a bad word. Greed is,” Jim
said. “I keep my prices low because it’s
legal and I can.”
And with Jim, you get a free consultant. If patients don’t have enough money
to afford his product, he’ll advise them on
how to grow their own.
“There’s no charge for talking,” he
said. “Talk, as they say, is cheap.”
Insurance woes
While Jim says he’s leading the pack
in a back-to-the-land industry with the
potential to create thousands of jobs in
Maine, he’s also had scares.
According to state records, the company became an LLC in December 2010.
Jim, the company’s treasurer and spokesman, said they opened for business in
January. Susan serves as president.
Jim said when he phoned the insurer
of his home, vehicles and boat about a
business risk insurance quote on Care by
Cannabis, they said they would get back
to him and hung up.
“Fifteen minutes later, they
called to say, ‘All your policies
are cancelled,’” he said. “I got
a mortgage, I have delivery
vehicles, and I’ve been a
paying customer.”
He provided The
Maine
Campus
with a non-renewal letter
on his homeowne r s
in-

surance dated June 8 from The Concord them,” Robinson said. “The only possible
Group Insurance Companies signed by way I would think about telling them is if
Michael Nolin Jr., vice president for un- it were a Maine insurance company.”
derwriting.
The letter cites “increased liability exReturning to Maine’s roots?
posure” because of a marijuana business
on premise, telling him the policy would
Back in Lagrange, a town of just over
lapse June 27.
700, Jim reminisced about the time he
When asked the company’s policy on grew almost all of his own food in a town
insuring known medical marijuana busi- farm. Only necessities like flour and cofnesses, Concord spokesman John Natale, fee were purchased in town.
via email, only cited to the company’s
That was years ago. Then, he said, he
privacy policy. He didn’t respond to fol- was skinny, young and could work all day
lowing inquiries.
long.
The Burkes’ old policies were through
Referencing Northeast Patients Group,
Allen/Freeman/McDonnell
Insurance the nonprofit owner of four of Maine’s
Agency, a Brewer ofdispensary
licenses,
fice that sells insurance
which spawned from the
through the Concord
leadership of a California
“Profit isn’t a
Group based in New
dispensary organization,
Hampshire, where mediJim argued for Maine to
bad word.
cal marijuana is illegal.
take a hyper-local look at
Greed is. ... I
After learning of the
the business.
cancellation, Jim said he
“Maybe they should
keep my prices
sought out Orono-based
have given the [licenses]
low because it’s
State Farm Insurance
to potato farmers,” he
legal and I can.”
agent Bobby Donnelly.
said.
“Within one day’s
Robinson, the caretime, he had me fully ingiver
advocate, concurred
Jim Burke
sured at a lower rate than
with
Jim’s
assessment.
Care by Cannabis
I had with Concord,” Jim
“If the state’s going to
said. “Bob was good to
give four of our dispensahis word.”
ries to California, we’re
Reached Sunday, Donnelly referred going to be pushing for micro business,”
questions to State Farm’s corporate of- he said.
fice, confirming he insured the Burkes.
Jim says that’s what Care by Cannabis
“We elect to insure businesses engaged is — from the six to eight bottles of carin permissible practices. We continue to bon dioxide he buys wholesale per month
evaluate each risk on its own merit within to his electric bill to recommending The
the guidelines of local and state regula- Captain’s Joint, an Old Town store, for
tion,” State Farm spokesman Douglas equipment to smoke with.
Nadeau wrote in a statement. “Businesses
“Every dime I spend, I spend local,”
that are appropriately licensed for the sale he said. “I’m a real stickler for that.”
of medical marijuana may be eligible for
In an era when so many of life’s staa business risk policy under limited cir- ples are bought at big-box stores, Jim sees
cumstances.”
medical marijuana as an economic opporAccording to Robinson, insurance tunity for rural Maine.
doesn’t often come up among caregiv“There’s not many opportunities for
ers. He said Compassionate Caregivers of growth in this state,” he said. “We’re getMaine is more focused on having health ting a population growth because of this
insurers pay for patients’ marijuana and industry.”
organizing caregiving’s business model.
As the list of marijuana patients grows,
However, he said if he were put in Jim believes the medical marijuana indusJim’s position, he would tell the insurance try has the potential to change how Maincompany he was simply a farmer — not a ers think about agriculture in general.
marijuana grower.
“It’ll open the eyes a lot to the farmer’s
“My insurance company is out of market,” he said. “Hannaford’s — look
Massachusetts, I think, and I wouldn’t tell out.”
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“His conduct, judge, after this
trial has been over, does not speak well.
Or, may I say, it does speak volumes.”
R. Christopher Almy
Penobscot County district attorney

“Mr. Cheney has maintained
his innocence since Day One. ...
I think this has to be totally
debilitating for him.”
William Bly
Defense attorney for Garrett Cheney
Photos by Michael Shepherd • Editor in Chief

Cheney
from A1

She was so pretty.”
University of Maine Dean
of Students Robert Dana spoke
to how students were affected
by Bakley’s death.
“There was an immediate
pall,” he said. “The circumstances of Jordyn Bakley’s
death have devastated the campus and continue to do so today.”
Bakley would have graduated from UMaine at the end
of 2010’s spring semester.
She was studying elementary
education and arranged another major in women’s studies
shortly before her death. Dana
said she worked in the Marketplace in the Memorial Union,
adding that she was always
smiling.
“When we graduated Jordyn’s class … she was palpably, of course, not there,” Dana
said. “Her absence at that seminal event, even many, many
months after [her death], was
profound.”
J.C. Bakley also spoke about
Cheney’s silence throughout
the proceedings. Cheney did
not speak at the sentencing
hearing.
“We never heard Mr. Cheney
… step into that box and say he
didn’t do it,” J.C. Bakley said.
“Why would you not get up
there and tell us all that you did
not kill Jordyn?”
At another point while addressing Anderson, J.C. Bakley turned to Cheney, who sat
between Bly and Chuck Taitt,
a member of the defense counsel.
“How could you leave another human being in the road
for dead?” he asked Cheney.
Cheney did not respond.
“I saw no remorse. I expected none,” J.C. Bakley said after
sentencing.
“It’s painful that a human
being could behave in that
manner,” said Louise Bakley,
Jordyn’s mother, who remained
silent during the hearing.

When asked if an apology would never set foot in Bangor
from Cheney would have alle- again.
viated any pain, she shook her
“You see, he became a vichead.
tim too.”
“Not today,” she answered.
Bakley’s father also spoke
Penobscot County District about Ruth, saying he could
Attorney R. Christopher Almy not remember his daughter
initially asked for a longer sen- ever mentioning anything that
tence, claiming that suspending could later imply Ruth could be
part of any sentence should be culpable in her death.
difficult for the court to considJ.C. Bakley described the
er based on Cheney’s conduct phone call he received from a
during the trial and subsequent member of the Camden Police
hearings.
Department, a family friend,
“His conduct, judge, after who told him to call Orono
this trial has been over, does police Captain Josh Ewing,
not speak well,” Almy said, who informed him of Jordyn’s
pausing for a
death.
moment beHe and
fore continuhis
wife
ing. “Or, may
were shop“All I do is hope that
I say, it does
ping
just
speak
voloutside of
this provides some
umes.”
Boston with
sort of solace for
He argued
their youngextensively
er son, J.C.
the family.”
against susB a k l e y
pension
of
said, when
Capt. Josh Ewing
any portion of
he
made
Orono Police Department that
Cheney’s sencall.
tence.
He recalled
“It is one
standing in
thing to put
a shopping
the state to
mall as Ewtheir proof. It is another to sit ing asked him when he had last
there and watch another person spoken to his daughter.
being accused of something
“We had to make the trip
you did and never saying, [home] with nothing but our
‘Stop,’” Almy said, referring thoughts. There wasn’t much
to the claims the defense made conversation, as I recall. We
during Cheney’s trial in July made the decision not to tell
that Bakley’s boyfriend, Ches- our son what had happened unter Ruth, could have been re- til we got home,” he said.
sponsible for her death.
Ewing attended the hearing
Ruth denied the allegations but did not speak, sitting just
during trial and has since left behind the Bakleys in the audiMaine, according to his moth- ence.
er, Karen Federle, who attend“All I do is hope that this
ed the sentencing hearing and provides some sort of solace
spoke on his behalf.
for the family,” he said outside
She described Bakley and the courthouse.
Ruth as high school and colMembers of Cheney’s famlege sweethearts and said her ily also spoke of pain the trial
son was devastated by her has caused. Fife said during the
death.
hearing that her son is “an ex“First there were the tears ceptional human being.”
— months and months of that
“It’s with a heavy heart that
— and I cried right along with I stand here today,” she said. “I
him,” Federle said, adding that offer the tragedy of Garrett and
Bly’s accusations came as a Jordyn up to God.”
blow. “My son left Maine in
She asked Anderson to take
a wounded state declaring he her son’s “goodness” into ac-

Police
Beat
The best from
UMaine’s finest

By Beth Kevit
News Editor

Testy arrest
The University of Maine Police Department received a report
of an intoxicated male lying on
Lengyel Field at 1:54 a.m. Dec.
3. Officers found Nathaniel Rutter, 25, of Wells. The University Volunteer Ambulance Corps
evaluated Rutter, who refused to
be transported for medical treatment. Officers learned Rutter had
violated conditions of release
from a previous arrest, under
which he is not allowed to consume alcohol. Rutter refused to
sign the summons for violating
his release and was subsequently
charged with refusal to sign a
summons. Rutter was arrested
and taken to Penobscot County

Jail in Bangor, where his blood
alcohol level was determined to
be 0.29 percent.
Sod story
UMPD received a report of
criminal mischief on Black Bear
Way at 1:39 p.m. Dec. 2. A vehicle drove over the new sod
that had been laid during recent
construction, causing damage estimated at $200 to repair.
Cereal thief?
UMPD received a report of a
theft at 8:25 p.m. Dec. 1 at Hilltop Commons. The theft occurred
that day between 9:30 and 10
a.m. A female student left her belongings at an empty table while
getting breakfast, and her cellphone, which is valued at $150,
was gone when she returned.

Wasted wish
UMPD received a report of
the odor of marijuana on the third
floor of Kennebec Hall at 11:11
p.m. Dec. 4. An officer determined
which room was the source of the
smell, and the room’s resident,
a 20-year-old male, admitted to
smoking. An unusable amount of
marijuana was confiscated, and
the student was referred to Judicial Affairs.
Balentine boozing
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking in a first-floor
room in Balentine Hall at 9:27
p.m. Dec. 2. An officer found
seven individuals in the room
— three 19-year-old females, an
18-year-old female, a 20-year-old
male and two 19-year-old males.
All seven were referred to Judicial Affairs. A bottle of vodka was
confiscated.
Sudsy seven
UMPD received a report of underage drinking in a fourth-floor
room in Somerset Hall at 12:21
a.m. Dec. 3. An officer found
seven individuals in the room
— three 19-year-old females, an
18-year-old female and three 18year-old males. All seven were

count when imposing a sentence.
Travis Manning, Cheney’s
older brother, and Cheney’s
father, Harlan Cheney Jr., both
turned from the podium while
addressing the court to face the
audience to express condolences to the Bakley family for the
loss of Jordyn.
“I’ve watched him teaching my kids the same lessons
he’s taught me,” Manning said,
pausing for a moment as his
voice grew strained. “As Garrett’s big brother, I cannot say
enough what a wonderful person he is.
“I’m proud of him, and I’m
proud to be his brother,” he
continued before leaving the
podium, his eyes red.
After the hearing, Bly said
Cheney plans to appeal his conviction, which he could not do
until a sentence was imposed.
Bly said he will submit the notice of appeal but someone else
will be the attorney for the appellate process.
“Mr. Cheney has maintained
his innocence since Day One,”
he said after the hearing. “I
think this has to be totally debilitating for him.”
Cheney’s family members
did not address the press after
the hearing.
Bakley died in a hit-andrun accident on Middle Street
in Orono, where she lived.
Her body was found by a Bangor Daily News deliveryman
around 5:40 a.m.
Cheney was charged with
operating under the influence,
leaving the scene of an accident and manslaughter. Around
3:30 a.m. that morning, Cheney
drove off Interstate 95 near
Etna and was arrested for operating under the influence.
An integral piece of evidence in the trial was the grille
on Cheney’s 2003 Chevrolet
Silverado. Pieces of the grille
were found on Bakley’s body,
and those pieces matched the
gaps in the grille still on the
truck. He turned himself in to
the Orono Police Department
in April 2010.
referred to Judicial Affairs. A partially full bottle of rum and a 12pack of beer were confiscated.
Sassy trespass
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking in a first-floor
room in Somerset Hall at 10:25
p.m. Dec. 2. An officer found six
individuals in the room — a 19year-old female, two 18-year-old
females, a 19-year-old male and
two 18-year-old males. All six
were referred to Judicial Affairs.
One of the 18-year-old females,
a campus resident, had been previously banned from Somerset
Hall for conduct reasons. She was
given a criminal trespass warning
and removed from the building. A
12-pack of beer was confiscated.
Shot luck
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking in a first-floor
room in Knox Hall at 8 p.m. Dec.
2. An officer found five individuals in the room — two 19-yearold females, two 18-year-old females and a 17-year-old female.
The 17-year-old and one of the
19-year-olds were not students;
the 17-year-old’s parents were
called to take her off campus.
The three students were referred

Labbe said she was also disappointed that the university did
not contact ecomaine when the
RFP was published. She had
come to campus in 2007 to discuss the possibility of installing
a single-stream system in general terms.
After offering technical
knowledge on how a system
could be installed at UMaine,
she said, she asked the university to let her know if it ever
decided to move forward with a
system.
Labbe said she heard from
a third party that the RFP was
published.
“When the time came, no one
contacted us,” she said. “You
can’t tell me you don’t know
who we are.”
Baldacci said UMaine did
contact ecomaine when the RFP
was published. A list of six firms
contacted includes ecomaine,
with a handwritten note that the
firm was notified on June 20.
Labbe said she called the
university to ask about the RFP
and spoke with a young woman
whose name she cannot recall
now.
“They didn’t really respond
with any particulars,” she said.
“They simply stated, ‘Well, you
know it’s just a technicality.’
“I was stunned,” Labbe continued.
Baldacci denied the correspondence.
“She did not call with any
questions about the RFP,” Baldacci said Tuesday, adding that
Casella was awarded the contract over ecomaine because “we
wanted to make sure we selected
the best option.”
Labbe said the “technicality”
described by the young woman
was the publishing of the RFP,
as the university had already
decided to award the contract to
Casella.
“Nobody in this office would
have said this was just a formality,” Baldacci said. “That’s just
absolutely incorrect.”
A problem of geography
Baldacci said no proposals
were rejected. Although ecomaine did not meet those two
stipulations, the proposal was
reviewed with the same scrutiny
given to bids from Casella and
Maine Resource Recovery Association. She also said the university would have been willing to
waive compliance with the two
stipulations if a proposal was attractive enough.
MRRA was not awarded the
contract due to the company’s
requirement that all recyclables
be housed in one on-campus
container for the company’s
trucks to retrieve.
Baldacci said the geographic
constraints of campus made installing a container difficult and
the machinery on campus available for use in the project would
not be able to “upload” materials, meaning it could not lift a
container of recyclables to be
dumped into a truck.
Currently, Casella picks up
materials from multiple zero-sort
dumpsters on campus, imitating
the university’s trash removal
process.
Ecomaine’s proposal said the
university would be responsible
for transporting the recyclables
to Judicial Affairs. A partial bottle
of coffee brandy, a bottle of Jim
Beam whiskey, containers of
Pabst Blue Ribbon beer and JellO shots were confiscated.
Pong gone
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking in a secondfloor room in Knox Hall at 12:56
a.m. Dec. 3. An officer found five
individuals in the room — one
19-year-old male and four 18year-old males. A beer pong table
was set up, but no alcohol was
confiscated. All five were referred
to Judicial Affairs.
Third floor hoard
UMPD received a report of
underage drinking in a third-floor
room in Somerset Hall at 11:13
p.m. Dec. 2. An officer found four
individuals in the room — two
18-year-old females, a 19-yearold male and an 18-year-old male.
All four were referred to Judicial
Affairs. Three cans of beer and
a bottle of alcohol were confiscated.
Night owl howl
UMPD received a report of an
intoxicated 18-year-old female
vomiting in a third-floor women’s

to its Portland facility or to a
hauler within the 30-mile radius.
Baldacci said the university ran into the same uploading problem in that scenario,
as trucks carrying recyclables
would not be able to lift their
loads and transfer them to trucks
headed to Portland.
Another issue with ecomaine’s proposal, according to
Baldacci, is that “ecomaine proposed variable price options tied
to commodity resale markets.”
Because those markets can fluctuate, “the actual costs to the university could not be determined
and would vary,” she wrote.
Casella’s proposal contained
“a fixed cost per ton of $20 to
process the materials,” Baldacci
continued. “A conservative estimate to transport the materials
to Portland was well in excess of
$20 per ton.”
Labbe said awarding the contract to Casella exacerbates the
environmental issues. Instead
of the university driving to Portland, she said, it drives to Hampden, and Casella trucks take
materials to Massachusetts to be
processed.
“How is that more cost-effective?” she asked. “The material they’re sending out is being
trucked right by here.”
‘We were upset’
Despite Labbe’s misgivings,
she did not initially speak out
about the RFP.
A copy of ecomaine’s cover
letter was sent anonymously to
Paul Schroeder, an Orono resident who has been a vocal opponent of Juniper Ridge and who
is a member of the Trash Tracking Network, set up to compile
documents about the landfill,
which is operated by Casella. He
provided the letter to The Maine
Campus.
Labbe suspects someone
from the university sent the letter
to Schroeder; Baldacci suspects
someone from ecomaine sent the
letter.
Norridgewock-based Waste
Management,
Hermon-based
BBI Waste Industries and the city
of Old Town were also contacted
when the RFP was published,
but did not submit bids.
According to Baldacci, Old
Town had been informed because officials there wanted to
be kept in the loop about waste
management on campus. Requests for comment from Waste
Management and BBI Waste
Industries were not returned by
press time.
“I don’t feel the towns served
by ecomaine would be served
well for me to go to battle with
the college,” Labbe said. “In all
fairness to them, we submitted
our proposal, and they reviewed
it.
“Normally we wouldn’t call
someone out like that. We were
upset,” she continued, adding
that she did not want her comments to appear as denigrating
the university.
The contract awarded to Casella is slated for one year with
the possibility for three one-year
renewals, meaning another RFP
for single-stream recycling might
not be published until 2015. The
renewals would take place in
August of each year.
“Hopefully the next go-round
they’ll see the benefit of keeping
it local,” Labbe said, expressing
desire to continue a working relationship with the university.
bathroom in Somerset Hall at 2:08
a.m. Dec. 3. An officer located the
female, and an ambulance from
Orono was called to evaluate her.
An intoxicated 18-year-old male
was with her, and both were uncooperative. The female was not
transported for medical treatment,
but both were referred to Judicial
Affairs.
Doorman or floorman?
UMPD received a report of
an 18-year-old male lying in the
main entrance of Gannett Hall
at 2:30 a.m. Dec. 4. An officer
located the male, who was heavily intoxicated. UVAC evaluated
the student and transported him
for medical treatment. He was referred to Judicial Affairs.
Adroit endpoint
UMPD received a report of an
intoxicated 18-year-old male in
the UMPD building parking lot at
12:23 a.m. Dec. 3. The male was
a passenger on the Late Night Local, and the driver was concerned
about his state of intoxication.
UVAC evaluated the student and
transported him to Eastern Maine
Medical Center in Bangor for
treatment. He was referred to Judicial Affairs.
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Diversions
By Drew

Across
1- Forgo;
6- Garment worn by
women;
11- Doc bloc;
14- Academy
award;
15- For ___ sake!;
16- Baseball’s
Bando;
17- Green;
18- Blot out;
19- Also;
20- Skill;
22- Autocratic Russian rulers;
24- Voter;
28- Trouble, slangily;
29- Jewish girl;
30- Censor;
32- Balanced;
33- Fencing blades;
35- Excellent,
slangily;
39- Atlantic mackerel;
40- Absorb, as a
cost;

www.harkavagrant.com

Down
1- Succeeded;

Word Search

MORNING
NEAR
NIGH
POOR
PRAY
SIDE
SKY
STARS
STAY
SWEET
TAKE
TENDER
THEE
THERE
THY
WAKES
WHERE
WITH

Word search courtesy of puzzles.ca

FOREVER
FROM
HAY
HEAD
HEAVEN
HIS
JESUS
LAID
LAY
LITTLE
LIVE
LOOK
LOOKED
LORD
LOVE
LOWING
MAKES
MANGER

41- Ness, for one;
42- Assay;
43- Actor Buchholz;
45- “A Hard Road
to Glory” author;
46- Change for the
better;
48- Skate blade;
50- Mistake;
53- Ceremonial immersion in water;
54- ___ Picchu;
55- Smart guy;
57- “Lord, is ___?”:
Matthew;
58- “Amadeus”
director Forman;
60- Bolt to bond;
65- Actor Cariou;
66- Custom;
67- Causing goose
bumps;
68- Bit of work;
69- Overturn;
70- Freedom from
war;

Find and circle all of the words
that are hidden in the grid.
The remaining letters spell a hidden message.

Sudoku Puzzle
• Each row must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each column must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
• Each 3x3 box must have
numbers 1 - 9 in any order
but each digit can only
appear once.
There is only one
correct answer.
Difficulty level: Easy

Sudoku puzzles provided by sudoku.name. Used with permission.

• • • • Horoscopes • • • •

Olive Branch to Christmas
ALL
AND
ASK
ASLEEP
AWAY
BABY
BED
BLESS
BRIGHT
BUT
CARE
CATTLE
CHILDREN
CLOSE
CRIB
CRYING
DEAR
DOWN

Answer key in sports

http://www.toothpastefordinner.com
By Kate Beaton

Hark a Vagrant

Crossword Puzzle
Crossword puzzles provided by BestCrosswords.com. Used with permission.

Toothpaste for Dinner

2- Al Jolson’s real
first name;
3- Henri’s here;
4- 6th letter of the
Hebrew alphabet;
5- Builds;
6- Chucked
weapon;
7- Saw cut;
8- Let’s just leave
___ that;
9- Hi-___;
10- African fly;
11- ___ Is Born;
12- New Zealand
aboriginal;
13- At ___ for
words;
21- “Titanic” heroine;
23- Take the place
of;
24- Bounce;
25- Embankment;
26- Pitchers;
27- Sepulchral
monument;
28- French possessive;

30- Facial hair;
31- Permits;
34- Drudge;
36- Anwar’s successor;
37- Flu symptoms;
38- Heat unit;
43- In the know;
44- ___ II (razor
brand);
47- Hawaiian dress;
49- Maintenance;
50- Beam;
51- “See ya!”;
52- Frosting;
53- Attack on all
sides;
55- Exclamation to
express sorrow;
56- Expensive seating area;
59- AOL, e.g.;
61- Appomattox
figure;
62- ... ___ mouse?;
63- Snap;
64- Extra-wide shoe
size;

Madame
Mysterio
Aries - March 21 to April 20 - You and a loved one will fight
this week after a misunderstanding. Things will probably be
OK, but you should spend some time apart. Maybe in a pear
tree.
Taurus - April 21 to May 21 - Your significant other is feeling ignored. Show your turtledove you care this holiday season by not being such a jerk.
Gemini - May 22 to June 21- You’re slipping in your discipline and need to spend more time on the treadmill if you’re
going to eat three French hens.
Cancer - June 22 to July 22 - You need to step up and take
some initiative in your work life. Reserve some time for calling birds this week.
Leo - July 23 to Aug. 22 - You’ll face a mental stumbling
block next week, and those five gold rings you’re striving for
with your finals will be out of reach. Study some more.
Virgo - Aug. 23 to Sept. 23 - You may be feeling unmotivated this week, so stop laying around, you silly goose. It’s
time to get started on those meaningless life experiences.
Libra - Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 -Keep your swans a-swimming
this week, as it may be hard to keep your head above water.
All your weekends of drinking seem pretty pointless now, as
they should.
Scorpio - Oct. 24 to Nov. 22 - You have a penchant for
organization with your eight maids a-milking under your direction. They’re going to quit if you don’t offer them health
care soon.
Sagittarius - Nov. 23 to Dec. 21 - All your time spent watching about to pay off, so be ready for opportunity to knock.
Just lock your door if you’re going to do anything embarrassing.
Capricorn - Dec 22. to Jan. 20 -Your indecision is crippling
lately and you’re about to lose something you’ve worked hard
to achieve. Ten lords are leaping to take your place.
Aquarius - Jan. 21 to Feb. 19 - You need to stop tooting
your own horn. Tell those 11 pipers to stop piping and get
your act together.
Pisces - Feb. 20 to March 20 - You need to follow through
on your commitments this week or 12 drummers are going to
drum you out of town. Stop being a flake.
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Editorial

Cheney sentence
offers slight closure
for Bakley tragedy

O

n Jan. 30, 2010, the University of Maine community
lost Jordyn Bakley to a hit-and-run. Every day since,
Jordyn’s family, friends and the scholars she left behind have been searching for some sort of resolution to her
untimely demise.
On Wednesday, the void left behind by Bakley was offered
temporary filler with the sentencing of the man who committed
the atrocity — one Garrett Cheney, 23, of South Berwick.
The conundrums that accompanied Bakley’s end, even this
week — nearly two years after the calamity — reverberated
seemingly louder than ever.
J.C. Bakley, Jordyn’s father, spoke to the judge and, at times,
Cheney, bewildered as to why his daughter had to be stripped
from him and his family so soon, without reason.
“How could you leave another human being in the road for
dead?” he asked a silent Cheney.
That’s the question that’s been on students’ minds since.
After more heart-wrenching appeals and testimony from
both the Bakley and Cheney families, residing Superior Court
Justice William Anderson handed down a sentence of 15 years,
all but seven years suspended. In effect, Cheney will serve seven years with four years probation.
And just like that, the Bakley tragedy was ushered beyond
the walls of the courthouse by justice itself, liberated, to some
extent at least, from doubt.
A long, difficult chapter for the UMaine community has
reached its conclusion, and although it may not be the wistful
ending we could have hoped for — with Jordyn back among
us and Cheney a safe distance from the wheel of a car — it’s
perhaps the best we can receive when navigating the often unforgiving genre of reality.
Seven years behind bars allocates a sensible amount of time
for Cheney to contemplate his crime, accept his fault and restructure his actions to assure that when he is liberated from his
confines, he won’t make a similarly deplorable mistake ever
again.
And whereas the sentence could have been elongated so that
Cheney would be serving prison time for the majority of his total penalty, within the confines of the law, seven years appears
acceptable. But how do you value life?
There is no bringing Jordyn back. As her father told the
court, aside from one blue velvet bag and now, a viable punishment given to the man who caused her death, “this is all [we]
have left of her.”
It will never be good enough compared to Jordyn herself,
and it may only alleviate a fraction of the wound her absence
has caused, but it does enable more healing to occur.
Garrett Cheney committed a monstrous act that left the community with one less heroine. But there is a small victory to be
gathered at the shirttails of this tragedy — one more person
who thoughtlessly took a life is not getting away with it.
And even slight balance is better than none at all.
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Readers speak: Outstanding web commentary
Drinking article tipsy on the facts
I find two things wrong with this article. The first is the claim that state supreme courts have struck down attempts
to lower the drinking age from 21 to 18.
What were these cases and what were the
constitutional issues?
Second, if kids are too worried about
getting into legal trouble if they seek
medical help for a friend who has had too
much to drink, that’s solely on the kids
who value their own legal record above
their friends’ health.
Ryanrrobbins
Responding to “Op-ed: Medical amnesty for underage drinkers could save if
given fair shot,” Dec. 1, 2011
Security measures taken against
Muslim-Americans sabotage rights
There are citizens who believe in eugenics, fascism and other such “incompatible” opinions who are entitled to all
the same civil rights that Muslim-Americans get.
One is free to criticize Islamic fundamentalism and all those adhere to it. But
the State must not consider opinion to be
the same as probable cause. Ceding a basic constitutional right of any citizen for
any reason begins a trip down a very slippery slope (see the Second Amendment).
If you can question and search anyone
based on something as abstract as their
religion or opinion, you can question and
search anyone for virtually anything.
Xochipilli
Responding to “Swelling scrutiny for
Muslim Americans warranted,” Dec. 1

Buying America brings hope,
creative gifts
I love these sentiments.
I’ll be taking it one step further by
purchasing gifts from local businesses, such as gift certificates for trips
to salons and local mom-and-pop restaurants. I’m adding a lawn care service to my wish list as well!

bashing and abortion clinic-bombing,
and blamed for the protests of military funerals.
I think you would agree that such a
claim is at the very least an oversimplified view.
I wonder if you will later regret this
article coming up every time a potential employer Googles your name.

Denise Mestanza-Taylor
Responding to “Political columnist: Buy American and infuse a
healthy dose of red, white and blue
into Black Friday,” Nov. 21, 2011

Semipermeable
Responding to “Swelling scrutiny
for Muslim Americans warranted,”
Dec. 1, 2011

Temporary safety not worth sacrificing essential liberties
My grandfather had a phrase for
this: “People that can give up essential liberty to obtain a little temporary safety deserve neither liberty nor
safety.”
The problem with sentiments like
these is that they often come from
racial and religious stereotypes, not
real data. You make several claims
about mosques and Muslims, but fail
to provide any objective citation or
reference, instead spreading inflammatory accusations that lump a large
part of the global population under
the banner of terrorist. I would rather
law-enforcers follow the evidence of
each individual case than broad stereotypes that only serve to muddy the
waters.
Holding all Muslims to the light of
Sept. 11 extremists is a bit like saying
all Christians should be singled out
for investigations concerning gay-

Whatever its called, discrimination is a no good, rotten matter
This was obviously not wellthought-out.
First of all, if Americans made the
attack things would not have happened in the same fashion. It’s a matter of personal freedoms.
Secondly, most people would get
mad if a cop stopped them and started asking whether they were high or
drunk just because they wore a tiedyed shirt or were walking on the
sidewalk at midnight on a Friday.
The truth is, being singled out because of suspicion is not a good feeling at all. It’s discrimination no matter what you call it: PATRIOT Act,
warranted search or simply “just doing my job.”
M. Campbell
Responding to “Swelling scrutiny
for Muslim Americans warranted,”
Dec. 1, 2011

The Maine Campus is hiring
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Political columnist: Bad Santa display
leaves town cross, free speech forsaken
If the crucifixion of Santa
is the jolt people need to
get back to the original
idea of what Christmas
means, the First Amendment in this country is
in place to allow it.

Ryan Campbell

Ah, Christmas — a time for loving, sharing, caring,
and crucifying Santa.
On Dec. 5, reports came from residents of Leesburg,
Va., that a crucified Santa Claus was on display in front
of the Loudon County Courthouse. The display, which
was put up by Jeff Heflin Jr. after going through all the
necessary paperwork, was erected to “depict society’s
materialistic obsessions and addictions and how it is killing the peace, love, joy and kindness that is supposed to
be prevalent during the holiday season.”
The display was quickly taken down, either by those
who love Jesus or still believe in Santa Claus, which stirs
up yet another debate regarding freedom of speech and
what Christmas should be about.
Freedom of speech is one of the most valuable gifts
we’ve been given in this country. We can’t compromise it
for everyone just because we are afraid of what it means
for a large interest group, or even an individual.
Preventing someone from expressing him- or herself
is a slippery slope. If we ban an artistic interpretation of
a holiday in a public place, should all public places be
devoid of all forms of art?
If we don’t allow individuals to interpret a holiday this
way, in what other ways can’t it be defined?
Being cognizant of this, the board of supervisors who
permitted the display weren’t in the wrong for doing so.
More importantly, the artist wasn’t attempting to falsify
a Christian holiday; instead, he was illustrating — in the
best way he knew how — what he believes the holiday
has become.
The truth is, Christmas has shifted far from its origins.
Rather than being about the coming of the Messiah for
the Christians, the holiday has become over-commercialized and devoid of its historical relevance.
The “Christmas season” begins with Black Friday

when, nearly every year, we hear stories about people being murdered — yes, murdered — over plasma screens,
power tools and holiday hand towels. And whether you’re
an atheist or a devout Catholic, we can all agree this is
not how Christmas began.
Supervisor-elect Kenneth Reid, who represents the
town of Leesburg, went on record saying, “How offensive
[it is] to children, especially, to see a beloved symbol of
the holidays crucified.” If anything, he should have said,
“How offensive to Christians to see the beloved image
of the crucifix defamed by putting someone other than
Jesus on it.”
Reed is clearly offended by the display — it did, after
all, take a heavily commercialized image celebrated as
innocent among youngsters and place it within a complex, symbolic territory that veers toward the grotesque
— but his vehement criticism based upon the perspective
of children, disallows him from receiving the actual message sent specifically to people such as himself.
The display was never meant for young eyes; rather,
it was intended to be seen by adults who may be raising
kids or at least participating first-hand in this evolving
tradition, which in turn has mutated tremendously from
the true origins of Christmas.
They, after all, are the demographic able to change
their compromised Christmas practices to become more
in line with what the holiday is actually about.
No, Christmas is not solely about Jesus anymore, but
it also shouldn’t be entirely devoted to bargains on electronics as it has been as of late. It’s about a new birth of
generosity, giving and family. And if the crucifixion of
Santa is the jolt people need to get back to that original
idea, the First Amendment in this country is in place to
allow it.
Christmas doesn’t have to be about the birth of Jesus
for everyone, but it should be about love and gratitude
for the gifts we have been given. No one can deny that
our freedom of speech is one of America’s greatest gifts.
The crucified Santa is a testament to the great liberties our country has given us. So whether you’re a scientologist or a follower of the Flying Spaghetti Monster,
everyone does and must continue to have a voice, and to
listen carefully.
Happy Holidays.
Ryan Campbell is a fourth-year political science student. His columns will appear every Thursday.

‘Tis the season to be merry and give
gays the right to get married in 2012
Amanda Greenberg

It’s the season in which bells are rung, carols are sung viduals utilize the same tired, unfounded argument — it
and we take to making the yuletide gay — perhaps, while will destroy the sanctity of a tradition and be the grand
filled with such merry cheer, we can do the same for mar- undoing of every marriage, gay or straight. The corruption
riage next year.
of children is thrown in there also to give the giant fallacy
Gay marriage is an issue that has gained a lot of atten- a bit of an extra, fictitious kick.
tion in the media recently as representatives of all kinds
All of this is simply untrue, but the opposition has to
gear up for the 2012 election. In November 2009, Mainers think of something to use in their defense and that sorry
decided whether the state would allow gay marriage or, case is the best they could come up with.
like too many others, cling to the notion that gay marriage
I work with a couple of men who are gay and they are
would corrupt the sanctity of the archaic institution.
indistinguishable from heterosexual males. It took a while
Unfortunately, the latter won out.
before I even found out they were gay. Once I did, though,
But, with enough signatures, the people of Maine will be it didn’t change a darn thing.
casting their votes on gay marriage once more on the 2012
At the end of the day, they were still my coworkers, and
ballot, and maybe this time, ignorance won’t prevail.
I didn’t treat them any differently.
This issue is especially important to me because I know
They can do their jobs and do them to the best of their
people who are gay and all they want is the right to be hap- ability, just like me, so I could care less if they love men or
py. And that, to me, is
women.
what this entire issue
And should any
There are people who want to be able to define of them
boils down to. There
want to marare people who want who can be happy and who can’t; they want the ry their partners, I
to be able to define
authority to say that being gay makes a person would be one of the
who can be happy and
first people wanting
who can’t; they want unworthy of protection; they want to put a value an invitation because
the authority to say
I consider some of
on lives. It’s intolerable, plain and simple.
that being gay makes
them my friends. I
a person unworthy of protection; they want to put a value see nothing wrong with them wanting to marry the person
on lives. It’s intolerable, plain and simple.
they love.
It would seem that gays are the new outsiders — the
But, at least for now, there are too many people who
minority of the week or the generation — being denied are going to stand in the way of someone else’s happiness,
because of the color of their love just as African Americans especially if they are gay. I hope this will change and I will
were denied because of the color of their skin. I wish I fight until it does.
could change that, but I’m only one voice. A cacophony of
I have the freedom to marry because I love a man, but
voices must be heard before things start to change.
I want that freedom for everyone because it is not for me
If a gay couple wants to get married, there shouldn’t be to choose what is right or wrong in the ways of adult love.
anything wrong with that. Gay couples should be allowed
Gay people are the same as everyone else — they work
to get married. After all, this country was built on the belief the same jobs, play the same games and pay the same bills.
that everyone should have the freedom to choose what they Why can’t they hear the same wedding bells when they are
want (obviously to a certain extent). But as soon as gay and in love?
marriage end up in the same sentence, this nation throws
a tantrum.
Amanda Greenberg is a fourth-year journalism stuThose who don’t support the marriage of two gay indi- dent.
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Columnist: Recycle,
reduce, reuse and give the
gifts that keep on giving
Mackenzie
Rawcliffe

It’s that time of year again — the
season of generosity and abundance,
when you scrape together every last
penny to put toward that breathless
moment of paper-ripping madness to
reveal how much you love someone
by giving them the most ridiculously,
thoughtfully expensive gift.
This is the perfect time to reflect
on your life, the stuff in it and, more
importantly, the stuff yet to come.
Now that we are getting on in years,
the gift pile is getting smaller and
more selective, and it is key to make
sure what you find under your tree
is what you actually need, or at least
have lusted for.
While you are searching your heart
for its deepest desires and evaluating
your needs, you may notice something — a truth you’ve probably discovered every time you’ve had to lug
your things from one college habitation to another: You are drowning in
the debris of your life.
In my case, for the past three years
since I graduated, I have lived nowhere for longer than three months
at a time. The constant packing and
unpacking has taught me I have too
much stuff, and yet despite numerous
attempts to cut down on my belongings, I still feel like that crazy trash
lady in the oubliette of “Labyrinth.”
I find this line of thinking to be
conflicting: I know I have too much
stuff, but I also know asking my
mom not to buy me anything, or at
least less, is not an option. I might as
well tell her to cut her heart out and
pee on the Christmas tree for good
measure.
Plus, part of me fears it won’t really feel like Christmas without at
least a small mountain of goodies.
But, I digress. I am about to get
more stuff, and this is either really
good or really bad for America. Is it
patriotic to spend our savings? Are
we doing our part to boost GDP and
the all-knowing happiness index of
the Dow Jones? Or by saving, would
I be letting the terrorists win?
These questions came to me as
I watched the incredible lines form
outside Best Buy and Walmart on
Black Friday. Were these people
making investments for their future
happiness? Or was I just watching a
whole lot of consumer junkies getting their fix?
We want what we want, when we
want it and goddamn those freedomhating people talking about moderation or thrift — sounds like nothing
more than defeatist, welfare-state
loving, anti-American dream talk to
me.
This may seem more like an article
on the economy than sustainability,
but in waste management the problem is not our institutions — it is us.
Sure, increasing tipping fees every
time a community manages to reduce
its waste is counterproductive, and
there are improvements we can make
in packaging and purchasing choices, but recycling is the unwarranted
sweetheart of waste management.
We are continually finding new
ways to improve the recycling process and even make money off it, but
does dealing with the end product
really cause a reduction in resource
extraction?

It is the ugly stepsisters, Reduce
and Reuse, who really need to get to
the ball, because those two ladies signal real societal change. Recycling is
important, but that just fiddles with
where and when the funeral happens;
it does nothing to make sure the patient never died in the first place.
To live a life with a “reduce and
reuse” mentality requires a major
shift in your definition of wealth and
prestige. It would honor the man who
can get his old vacuum running again,
or the girl who can sew some haute
couture out of her middle school
cast-offs. It puts ingenuity, craftiness
and skill back on a pedestal rather
than your T-Rex fossil iPad.
Reducing requires thought and
patience. You save that Thai Kitchen
curry container and don’t need to
buy Tupperware. You forgo the new

This may seem more
like an article on
the economy than
sustainability, but in
waste management
the problem is not our
institutions — it is us.
iPhone and make do with talking to
the people you’re with rather than
staring at the 3-inch screen.
Half of the difficulty in trying to
reduce our waste is that once it is in
the can, it just disappears from our
mind, simple and clean. A recent
UMaine economics study of trash
went a long way in changing this invisible garbage dynamic.
I know I’m not telling you anything you don’t know. However, it
just boggles my mind that no matter
how sophisticated our waste management becomes, the only real way
to stabilize our economy and our environment is to modify our behavior
and consume less, and that we are
collectively too immature to do so.
This is not a 99 percent vs. 1 percent thing. As a country, we collectively consume too much.
Sustainability is a problem of the
chicken and the egg. Leaders think
if the people are making bad choices
for the long run, then they can just
re-educate and might get around to
making different choices … someday.
This is wrong. I am doubtful of
any sort of campaign where “awareness” is the goal — even the plethora of excellent sustainability-based
classes and minors at this university
do little. We need action now.
We have been educated — we
know enough to make better decisions. We are coming up on the 20th
anniversary of the Rio Earth Summit
and after two decades, the message
has gotten out. We will not reduce
our demand, we will not consume
less and reuse or recycle more unless
we believe everyone is doing it.
On the day I see Blair and Serena
wearing cherished hand-me-downs
and it is considered gauche to overpackage products, then perhaps we’ll
be getting somewhere.
In the meantime, I highly encourage you to save your money this
season, give your time to family and
friends with dates and handmade
items and wrap them in the supertrendy Japanese Furoshiki way.
Google that.

Mackenzie Rawcliffe is a graduate student studying international
affairs and public administration.
She is the production manager for
The Maine Campus.
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the holidays.
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At the end of each year, the Internet and magazines are full of raging debate about the year’s best musical material. The Maine Campus
has put out lists in the past that have sparked at least a little of that tension, so this year, we decided to mix it up — we asked readers to send
us submissions listing their top albums, all of which influenced the
final list here. Some of the album descriptions were even written by
readers. Now, we present the top 25 albums of 2011, a list everybody
still won’t agree on, but a list readers had the opportunity to impact.

1

3

Wilco – The Whole Love
From the formation of the band from
the ashes of alternative country group
Uncle Tupelo to the two Grammys
they picked up for 2004’s “A Ghost
Is Born,” everything in Wilco’s career has
been building up to “The Whole Love.”
Their latest effort is arguably their strongest
one yet, an impressive accolade for a band
with a resume as impressive as Wilco. “The
Whole Love” sees a slight modernization of
the vintage sound of their last two records,
toeing the line between the experimentation
and straight-forwardness of earlier works.
Summery tunes like “I Might” and “Born
Alone” can do more to brighten a day than
the rising sun.

The Black Keys – El Camino
The Black Keys’ latest LP was
released less than a week ago, so
it being in the top three of a list
like this is a testament to how
awesome it is. I’ll go out on a limb and say
the album’s lead single, “Lonely Boy,” is
at least in the top ten of the band’s songs.
Anybody who has heard it will have a hard
time disagreeing. Thankfully, the rest of the
album is just about as good. “Little Black
Submarines” starts out as an acoustic ditty
before transforming into a Black Sabbathlike romp. The other tracks are golden as
well, but perhaps what makes “El Camino”
most impressive as that it comes only a year
after their last album, “Brothers.”

Explosions in the Sky – Take
Care, Take Care, Take Care
Rarely before have instrumental
songs said so much as it does
here. The Texas four-piece play
a brand of music known as “post-rock,”
a vocal-free form of flowing and climaxing rock that creates epic and sweeping
soundscapes, inviting listeners to get lost
in the ethereal beauty. “Take Care” marks
an evolution for the band as they expand
beyond guitars and drums to experiment
with new sounds, which admittedly takes
away a layer of simplicity but adds an indefinable quality, a new magical feeling.
“Take Care” is great for homework background music, but attentive listeners are
rewarded with all the nuances of the most
emotionally exciting music of the year.

My Morning Jacket – Circuital
The long-haired Southern
rockers made the trip to Bangor this summer to be a part
of the Kahbang Music, Art &
Film Festival, -a blessing for an area
often ignored by top-rate musical acts.
My Morning Jacket has been called “the
best thing to happen to rock music in
years” and “the greatest live band of our
generation,” both of which could not be
any further from hyperbole. The quality of their live performances is just as
present on record, especially so in their
latest one. Jim James asserts his position as one of the best singers around
today and the rest of the band is tight as
ever in a disc of densely-layered, southern-fried rock.
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Beastie Boys – Hot Sauce Committee
Part 2
An incarnation of this record was meant
to be released in late 2009, but was delayed when band member Adam “MCA” Yauch
was diagnosed. Thankfully, the Beastie Boys got
through those hard times, got back to work and
showed the world that, as MCA says in lead single
“Make Some Noise,” “My rhymes age like wine
as I get older.” Interest in the album was generated by a star-studded 30-minute music for the
lead single, starring Seth Rogen, Elijah Wood,
Will Ferrell and a host of other big names. The
album could get by on the quality of “Make Some
Noise” alone, but key tracks like “Nonstop Disco
Powerpack” and “Too Many Rappers” show the
Beastie Boys have earned their right to party.

6
6

10

Childish Gambino – Camp
When actors dive into music, the results
are typically … shaky, to say the least. It’s
safe to say, however, that Donald Glover,
star of NBC’s fan-favorite show “Community,”
won’t be another Eddie Murphy or William
Shatner. Glover, who raps under the pseudonym
Childish Gambino, has been building anticipation for his studio debut with various mixtapes
that showed tons of promise. With the release of
“Camp,” that promise turned into one of the best
hip-hop releases of the year. Glover rhymes like
a more focused Lil Wayne, either bragging about
his machismo or getting personal and disclosing
the difficulties he’s faced and lapses in his own
confidence and defending who he is.

7
7

11

Radiohead – The King of Limbs
There has always been two basic types of
Radiohead — the close-to-radio-friendly
version in “OK Computer,” “In Rainbows”
and “Pablo Honey.” Then, there’s the overt experimentalism of “Kid A,” “Amnesiac” and now, “The
King of Limbs.” The 2011 incarnation of Radiohead was apparently interested in experimenting
with complex rhythms and unique textures. The
album can be difficult to digest, but those who can
get it down are in for a unique ride. The video for
the lead single “Lotus Flower” — which blew up
online and features lead singer Thom Yorke dancing in a seizure-like fashion — is evidence of the
weirdness of this record. Some would argue that
things get weirder — and better — beyond that.

8
8
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This Will Destroy You – Tunnel Blanket
Much in the fashion of Explosions in the
Sky, This Will Destroy You is a post-rock
band who thrives on the climax. In their
own right, however, they lack a certain airiness
that “Explosions” lack, replacing it with a brooding darkness and an impending sense of danger.
“Tunnel Blanket” is like watching the apocalypse
from a magical bubble of safety, where you almost feel threatened but are completely safe from
the chaos and destruction happening all around.

of 2011

Looking closely, you realize that the way the
Earth opens up and the way buildings crash down
is actually have some beauty. “Tunnel Blanket”
alternates between quiet and dream-like to an aural assault, but in the best of ways.

9

Bon Iver – Bon Iver
The indie folkster recently shocked most
of the world when they found out the band
was nominated for four Grammy awards,
but anybody who has heard their latest, self-titled
album knew it is of that quality. The Grammynominated single “Holocene” is genuinely one
of the most peaceful and beautiful songs of the
past 10 or 20 years, and the rest of the disc is just
as pleasant. Each track is supposed to represent a
place, and whether or not they conjure imagery of
those locations, the album definitely takes listeners somewhere amazing.

10

Noel Gallagher – Noel Gallagher’s High
Flying Birds
A fight backstage at a festival in
France was the straw that broke the
camel’s back for Oasis, as Noel Gallagher, the
band’s chief songwriter, decided he was tired of
bickering with his brother Liam and went off on
his own. The result of his new freedom is his first
solo project, featuring much of the songwriting
skill found on Oasis’ best work. The single “If I
Had a Gun…” contains hints of the Oasis classic “Wonderwall” but also sounds like something
new. If anything, this record confirms that perhaps
Noel should have been the lead singer of Oasis
instead of his brother.

11

Blitzen Trapper – American Goldwing
The Portland, Ore. natives have been
known to experiment with their sound,
but their latest release gets back to not
only their roots, but the roots of Southern rock itself. The latest batch of songs are a nostalgic dose
of Americana that would have fit in if they were
released in 1974. The classic combination of rock
and harmonica sounds as fresh here as it did when
whoever did it first came up with the idea.

12

Fleet Foxes – Helplessness Blues
Seattle has a renowned music scene,
Fleet Foxes being one of the most
talented products from the region in
recent years. After their self-titled debut was universally acclaimed and placed on many year-end
lists, its follow-up is sure to find its place on many
more, as it expands the sound of the original into
something slightly more robust. Whether “Helplessness Blues” is better than the album before it
is up for debate, but the fact that’s even a contest
means this record is significant.

See Top 25 on B2
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Top movies of 2011 include diverse flicks
Books on big screen, a lighthearted take on terminal illness, a prominent female comedy make up year’s top films
By Kayla Riley
and Rich Flora

For The Maine Campus

The King’s Speech • The Weinstein Company

50/50 • Summit Entertainment

Source Code • Summit Entertainment

13

This year, the big screen saw
best-selling books brought to life,
a funny movie about terminal
cancer, the return of the Muppets
and more. If the Mayans are right,
there’s only about a year left to
make movie magic. With big budgets and a little luck, this will
make for an even more exciting
year in film. For now, let’s wrap
up this year’s top 10 movies.
“The King’s Speech”
Colin Firth can essentially
do no wrong. Say what you will
about this fellow, but he was
flawless as a flawed King George
VI. He made a historical flick that
pulled at the heartstrings of audiences everywhere, whether they
were familiar with the story or
not. Helena Bonham Carter was
amazing as always. But here, she
played a compassionate wife and
mother rather than a villain. While
Firth was fantastic, the film would
have been nothing had it not been
for Geoffrey Rush’s role as an unconventional speech therapist.
“Midnight in Paris”
File this as most underrated
movie of the year. Owen Wilson’s
golden retriever-like charm was
actually effective in this, and the
shots of the city of love set to a
Francophone soundtrack were
breathtaking. Marion Cotillard,
Kathy Bates and Carla Bruni
make memorable appearances,
and Rachel McAdams pulls off
a detestable daddy’s girl. This is

14
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a must-see for Francophiles and
lovers of literature.
“The Help”
When a best-selling book is
translated to the big screen, the
result isn’t always successful.
With powerful performances by
Emma Stone, Viola Davis, Octavia Spencer and others, the film
“The Help” was a success — on
par with its literary counterpart.
Bryce Dallas Howard encourages
the audience to hate her yet gives
her character the panache she requires. As it tells a poignant story
of civil rights set in the South from
the perspective of several women,
“The Help” is worth watching.
“50/50”
Cancer doesn’t have to be stern
and serious. Although this is an
original and unusual concept, onscreen pals Joseph Gordon-Levitt
and Seth Rogen make it work.
Gordon-Levitt is as adorable as
ever, even when bald after undergoing chemotherapy. Rogen
is an ideal counterpart, providing
many of the laughs in the film.
Not only is he a funnyman, but
he has real-life experience supporting a friend through troubled
times — the film’s screenwriter,
Will Reiser, is a cancer survivor
and a close friend of Rogen.
“The Muppets”
Talk about a Christmas miracle: The Muppets return to the big
screen once more and symbolically must work together to overcome their greatest challenge yet.
This film has the classic Muppets
feel, with corny one-liners left

and right. It’s priceless to see the
whole gang reunited for another
zany quest. Jason Segel couldn’t
be a better overgrown kid, and the
new addition to the Muppet family fits right in. This one’s still
in theaters, so check it out over
Christmas break.
“Harry Potter and the Deathly
Hallows: Part 2”
The final installment of the
legendary series does a marvelous
job concluding the saga we have
grown to love. While many lamented the last novel having been
broken into two movies, its lovable and outstanding cast, fierce
fight scenes and suspenseful plot
deliver the epic finale between
good and evil at last. “Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part
2” leads us successfully to the end
of an era with the ultimate showdown between Harry and Lord
Voldemort.
“Bridesmaids”
Possibly one of the funniest
movies of 2011, “Bridesmaids,”
starring Kristen Wiig of “Saturday Night Live,” is a raunchy,
outrageous, slapstick comedy
with hilarious twists and turns.
Far from the predictable wedding
comedy, “Bridesmaids” possesses
humor and a dynamic cast, and
shows us the power of friendship
through thick and thin. Listen up,
movies like “The Hangover” and
“Wedding Crashers” — you’ve
met your female match.
“Contagion”
As far as mysteries or biological thrillers go, “Contagion” is a
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“Someone Like You” and “Rolling In The Deep” practically sold this
album by themselves — the record peaked at No. 1 in 19 countries and
has already sold over 12 million copies worldwide.
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Coldplay – Mylo Xyloto
“Hey! We’re Coldplay and we love art, color, pretty soundscapes,
four-on-the-floor dance hits, and most importantly, we love you!” For the
first time in … well, for the first time, Coldplay doesn’t make this mantra
sound annoying. Perhaps credit belongs to the increase in optimism of
their songwriting. (courtesy of Brian Ray, third-year English student)
The Antlers – Burst Apart
Although not really a concept album, the recurring story behind
“Burst Apart” is peculiar — it’s about a dog being put to sleep. Still,
an album dealing entirely with death is sure to be emotionally impactful, which this one is. The melancholy backdrop and piercing guitar jabs
present throughout perfectly set the mood.

15

Drake – Take Care
Much like Childish Gambino’s album, Drake’s latest is a mix of hubris and self-realization that gets down to his very core. Musically, “Take
Care” is more atmospheric than anything he’s done thus far. All of these
factors culminated to make the album one of the year’s most anticipated,
debuting at No. 1 on the US Billboard 200 chart.

16

Adele – 21
Adele is one of the most talented voices of our generation. That’s a
universally accepted opinion that is difficult to argue against. Radio hits

prime example of suspense done
right. With an all-star ensemble,
the film follows the rapid progress
of a lethal, airborne virus, coupled with the struggle of surviving in a society being torn apart.
With its continued suspense and
fast-moving plot, “Contagion”
is a fear- and thought-provoking
adventure, sure to make all viewers think twice about not washing
their hands.
“Source Code”
Forget your average, run-ofthe-mill action film. “Source
Code” is the story of Captain
Colter Stevens, played by Jake
Gyllenhaal, who wakes up in the
body of an unknown man. He
soon discovers he’s part of a government mission investigating the
bombing of a commuter train, reliving the tragedy over and over
to identify the bomber. “Source
Code” plays on the theme of the
fragility of life and how quickly it
can all be taken away.
“Hugo”
Based on Brian Selznick’s
award-winning, New York Times
best-selling book “The Invention
of Hugo Cabret,” “Hugo” is a
wonderful family film containing
lessons that may be applicable to
everyone. “Hugo” is the tale of a
young orphan boy named Hugo
Cabret, played by Asa Butterfield, who lives in the walls and
hidden passageways of a Paris
train station in the early 1930s.
Regardless of age or background,
this film will make you smile and
appreciate what the world has to
offer.
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Arctic Monkeys – Suck It And See
The Arctic Monkeys have been one of the biggest indie bands in
the UK since their wildly-popular first record in 2006. Since then, the
band has grown up and introduced psychedelic influences and an overall
meatier sound.
Bobby – Bobby
This little-known band emerged from nowhere and unfortunately,
they haven’t really gone anywhere. If albums that deserved to be recognized always were, Bobby’s self-titled debut would be bought up en
masse by fans of bands like Deerhunter and Bon Iver.

19

St. Vincent - Strange Mercy
“Strange Mercy” shows considerable contrast between Clark’s hyper-angelic voice and abrasive guitar playing, an oddly complementary
pairing. Compared to 2009’s Actor, which piled an often-excessive load
of string symphonics and cinematic flourishes, Strange Mercy rarely ventures outside the realm of airy synths and the standard guitar-bass-drum
band lineup. (courtesy of Jack Obery, fourth-year psychology student)

20

The Decemberists – The King is Dead/Long Live the King
After a long day of fishin’ down by the crick, there are few better
ways to unwind than with the rustic tons of The Decemberists new record, “The King is Dead.” An accompanying EP, “Long Live the King,”
was released a few months later, and it’s nearly as good as the album that
spawned it.

21

Foo Fighters – Wasting Light
Like AC/DC, the Foo Fighters have been making the same album
for years, but nobody’s been complaining. Dave Grohl and his boys continue their tradition of fast-paced and intense rock, doing it just as well
here as they have on any other release. You’re not supposed to fix what
isn’t broken, so the Foo Fighters will keep on riding their winning formula to the top.

22

TV On The Radio – Nine Types of Light
“Nine Types of Light” boast an accessibility that was missing from
TV On The Radio’s 2008 album “Dear Science,” the jittery, horn-stabbed
tunes suggest an elaboration on what made Science an indie staple upon
its release. Quality production unscrambles much of the chaos that could
render songs a turbulent mess, the range of instruments instead acting
as a cohesive unit that outweighs the sum of its parts. (courtesy of Jack
Obery, fourth-year psychology student)

23

Justice – Audio, Video, Disco
In the follow-up to their debut, Justice doesn’t quite hit the same
stride they did in their first record, although what’s here is still good. If
the entire album was as good as the title track, however, it would be a
contender for the No. 1 spot on this list.

24

Lady Gaga - Born This Way
I can’t remember the last time mainstream pop music was this
profound. Maybe it was Madonna in the late 80s, which makes sense,
if you think back to how many people were claiming Gaga ripped her
off. Still, anyone who’s actually heard the record will notice the Cher,
Tina Turner and Gloria Estefan influences spread all throughout the new
Queen of Pop’s latest magnum opus. (courtesy of Brian Ray, third-year
English student)

25

Glass Fingers – “this”
It’s not often a local record is on par with big label releases, but
“this” is a fantastically professional-sounding release out of Portland.
Jesse Gertz has successfully crafted an electronic album that is as good
as it is diverse.

25

1 – dBpm 2 - Temporary Residence 3 – Nonesuch 4 – ATO
5, 20 – Capitol 6 – Glassnote 7
– TBD 8 – Suicide Squeeze 9 –
Jagjaguwar 10 – Sour Mash 11,
12 – Sub Pop 13 – Parlophone 14
– Frenchkiss 15 – Young Money
16 – XL 17 – Domino 18 – Partisan 19 – 4AD 21 – RCA 22,
24 – Interscope 23 – Ed Banger
25 – WSA Arts Collective
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Depiction of
Santa in classic
film refreshing
‘Miracle on 34th Street’ fun for the family
Column

Column
I don’t know about most
people, but I’ve seen it in a
few movies, so at least a few
of you must be able to relate to
this: I tend
to define
periods of
my life by
what I was
listening
to at the
time.
I find
the more
music
I How I Hear It
listen
to,
By Derrick
the more I
Rossignol
learn about
myself and my musical tastes.
Every so often, I find a new
band, a new album or I reappreciate material I already
knew and saturate myself with
it. That piece of music essentially becomes my identity for
the following weeks.
So, I thought it would be
fun to look at the “Date Added” column in my iTunes and
figure out when I got way into
the albums that I did this year,
to see if it means anything.
Hop aboard and let’s take a
ride through my year in music:
February: early The Verve
(1991-1992)
Most Americans wouldn’t
know it, but The Verve are
more than “Bittersweet Symphony.” In England, they’re
considered one of the defining
bands of the ‘90s. Their early,
pre-album material is dreamy
and psychedelic — they were
at their best before they added
pesky things like structure to
their songs.
March: Lymbyc Systym –
“Shutter Release” (2009)
I have been immensely into
post-rock music since summer
of last year, and after Explosions in the Sky and This Will
Destroy You, Lymbyc Systym
is perhaps my favorite in the
genre. “Shutter Release” is
one of the most unique albums
in a unique genre. It’s an electronic-tinged version of postrock that has all the emotion in
a slightly catchier package.
May: The Cure – “Galore”
(greatest hits, 1980s)
For one reason or another,
there’s something about the
guitar in songs like “Pictures
of You” and “Just Like Heaven” that fascinates me. On the
surface, they sound like classic
‘80s cheese, but there’s something about their lightness that
we don’t get in modern music.
June: Simon & Garfunkel
– Bridge Over Troubled Water (1970)
I remember how I started
with this album exactly — I
was watching a documentary
about the making of it on Palladia and the sound clips and
recording processes sort of
blew me away. So, I listened
to the album and it turns out
it’s solid gold. I couldn’t imagine living my life now without
having heard “El Condor Pasa
(If I Could),” an adaptation of
a Peruvian folk song.
July: Grateful Dead – Live/
Dead (1969)
Grateful Dead is one of
those bands whose name I had
heard repeatedly in discussions about the best bands of
the ‘60s. Probably after a great
serving of Cherry Garcia ice
cream, I was inspired to listen
to “Live/Dead.” I fell in love
with the 30-minute jams like
“Dark Star,” which turns out
to be the perfect soundtrack
for a late-night jog.
August: Beastie Boys – License to Ill (1986)
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Ariel Moser performs as Naomi in “Naomi in the Living Room,” alongside Stew Vassar and Rebecca
Dixon, during the Underdog Showcase productions on Monday night in the Pavilion Theater.

Pavilion Theatre houses
18 student-produced plays
‘Underdog Showcase’ a fun requirement for THE 216
characters’ sanity had the crowd
laughing and applauding heavily
by the end.
In student Caleb Perry’s “A
On Monday, students in ProPalpable Hit,” the first studentfessor Tom Mikotowicz’s Play
written production of the eveProduction class, THE 216, put
ning, the action focuses on two
on the Underdog Showcase at
college students, Jane and Murthe Cyrus Pavilion Theater.
ray, who are smoking marijuana
The class covers the basics
in a dorm room when an RA
of directing a staged producknocks on the door. Still high,
tion. The course concludes with
they try to mask their influenced
each student putting on a 10state by acting casual.
minute play, with cast members
When Jane’s parents stop by
taken from open auditions held
for a visit, Murray becomes inon campus. The class is offered
creasingly panicked and arouses
every fall semester, so the showsuspicion that
case is a yearly
he is on bath
event.
salts. The play
In addition
The class covers the basics of directing a
ended in an unto directing the
expected twist
plays,
some
staged production. The course concludes with
by revealing
students wrote
each student putting on a 10-minute
that both Jane’s
their own origparents
and
inal
scripts.
play, with cast members taken from
the RA enjoy
Directors were
open auditions held on campus
smoking mariresponsible
juana, and they
for their own
leave to do so.
sound
and
The scene was
lighting, operating the lights and soundboard a house by an older woman. The funny and it measured up with
woman, Naomi, played by Ariel the quality of the professionally
in the booth by the stage.
Eighteen plays were per- Moser, is John’s mother and a bit written plays.
More plays filled the rest of
formed in an evening that lasted of a lunatic.
As the scene unfolds, the audi- the evening, stories filled with
three hours. Audience members shuffled in and out of the ence finds out that Naomi names emotion, humor and sexual
crammed Pavilion, as most of each room in the house for the frustration that were all well-rethe audience was composed of function it is meant to serve, like ceived.
Students who took the class
friends of cast members and di- the living room and the kitchen,
rectors arriving to see them per- which she insists is for kitsch. this semester can take THE 466,
Naomi doesn’t seem to care for known as the “Upperdog” class,
form in their scheduled slot.
“Marred Bliss” was the sec- Johnna. John is a cross-dresser which takes a deeper look at topond play performed and one of looking to emulate his wife due ics discussed in THE 216 and
the evening’s highlights. The to his deep admiration of her. ends with either a one-act or fullplay, written by Mark O’Donnell The gradual unwinding of the length play.

By Derrick Rossignol
Style Editor

I was wondering why I
hated hip-hop, and I figured
it out — my bias isn’t against
all hip-hop, just the new stuff.
The Beastie Boys’ “License to
Ill” seemed to be a great place
to start. I realized that literally every track on the album
is very, very good, and I have
since gained a newfound respect for hip-hop.
September: Kula Shaker
– K (1996)
“K” was the first experience with a sitar I actually
enjoyed. The Indian vibe was
worked in seamlessly to a
psychedelic rock format. The
sitar isn’t cheesy either — it
sounded like that combination was meant to be, and I
realized that “K,” while seeing
great success in the UK, was
disappointingly overlooked by
American audiences.
November: Black Sabbath
– Paranoid (1970)
I had always known Ozzy
and company’s main tunes,
but never explored them in
the context of a studio album.
Their first two albums are my
favorites — and the only ones
I’ve listened to so far — but
I’m sure I’m in for more heavy
greatness when I move along
in their discography.
What I learned about myself:
Not much — I just love music.

and directed by student Kaleigh
Knights, was about an engaged
couple enjoying time with each
other when former love interests
pop in to visit, creating some
tension. All of the characters
purposely mispronounced key
words for comedic effect.
Another funny production
was Christopher Durang’s “Naomi in the Living Room,” directed
by student Jeremy Walsh. The
scene opens on a married couple,
John and Johnna, played by Stew
Vassar and Rebecca Dixon respectively, being shown around

You know the furry green
Grinch, the crotchety curmudgeon Scrooge and the wisebeyond-his-years
Ralphie.
And, while you should know
the chubby
man
in the red
suit best
of all, you
may have
not experienced
the 1947
version
of him in
“ M i r a c l e The Reel Deal
By Kayla Riley
on 34th
Street.”
Santa
is his usual, benevolent self
in this classic family film, except this time he’s British and
played by Edmund Gwenn, an
expert actor who appeared in
“Alfred Hitchcock Presents”
and many other productions.
Maureen O’Hara plays
Doris Walker, a sweet, single
mother juggling a job at Macy’s and raising her young
daughter, Susy, played by Natalie Wood. John Payne portrays a believable love interest
as the handsome and debonair
Fred Gailey, who was friends
with O’Hara in real life.
Doris and Susy live a happy life in New York City, but
Doris has made sure no sugarplums dance in her daughter’s
head: She has raised Susy as a
staunch realist with no fantasies of Santa Claus or any sort
of magic. Though perfectly
pleasant, Susy lacks the naivete that makes children so
great as a result.
When the famous Macy’s
Thanksgiving Day Parade rolls
around, Doris takes charge of
organizing the whole shebang.
As she orders gymnasts in line
and checks her lists twice,
a cheery, bearded man wanders the scene and encounters
a drunk Santa impersonator
stumbling around, in search of
his flask.
The mysterious man brings
the sipping Santa to Doris’ attention; thinking quickly, she
replaces the sauced Santa with
this Good Samaritan, who
looks as much like any mall
iteration of Saint Nick.
As the new Santa — Kris

Kringle, as he prefers to be
called — takes his seat at Macy’s, Doris and Susy notice a
few strange occurrences, from
Kringle’s conversation with a
young girl in fluent Dutch to
his personal information —
referring to his age as “young
as my tongue and a little bit
older than my teeth” — the
two begin to realize he is no
ordinary man.
Kringle immediately takes
on the tricky task of helping
Susy learn how to pretend and
use her long-dormant imagination, while winning over
Macy’s employees and starryeyed kiddos alike.
Gwenn is glorious as Kringle himself, bringing to life
the ideal image so many of us
have in our heads. O’Hara is
a lovely, stern but kind mother and businesswoman who
stands all but solo as a strong
female figure in films of the
time. Wood had as much of
an an old soul as her character Susy; it’s unfortunate that
her talents were lost to the
world when she mysteriously
drowned at age 42.
In 1994, “Miracle on 34th
Street” was remade featuring
Mara Wilson of “Matilda.”
Macy’s would not allow the
new film to use their name, so
the department store became
“Cole’s.” This version was a
charming effort, but it doesn’t
hold a Christmas candle to the
original version.
Christmas is still highly anticipated among the 20-something crowd, but it’s just not
the same without that giddy
feeling you’d get setting out
a plate of cookies and carrots
and fighting sleep for a peek
at a reindeer-driven sleigh.
Whether you never believed
in Santa Claus, or a part of you
is still holding out for the day
you finally catch him sliding
down the chimney, “Miracle
on 34th Street” will temporarily transport you back to your
childhood.
“Miracle on 34th Street”
lets you escape to your childhood Christmas memories for
an hour and a half by watching
Gwenn provide the best cinematic Santa there ever was.
Perhaps Kringle summed
up the spirit of the season best
in this film, saying, “Christmas isn’t just a day; it’s a state
of mind.”
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UMaine’s Mangene adds spark to 2nd line
Line of Mangene, Shemansky and Beattie have helped pick up scoring woes
The second weekend of November marked the low point of
the season for the University of
Maine men’s hockey team.
The University of Massachusetts-Lowell decimated the
UMaine players in front of their
fans. It was the first time the River Hawks swept the Black Bears
in the Alfond Arena since 1986.
In the second game of the
UMass-Lowell series, UMaine
head coach Tim Whitehead
changed the lineup, moving junior defender Matt Mangene up
to the second offensive line to
join fellow juniors Adam Shemansky and Kyle Beattie.
“Matty was helping our
team immensely on defense,”
Whitehead said, “but we felt it
necessary to move him up front
because we needed at least one
more guy to provide speed and
defensive security, and he’s done
that.”
The Black Bears have yet to
lose since the sweep, tying at the
University of Massachusetts before taking care of Clarkson University in Portland over Thanksgiving break. This past weekend,
the Black Bears swept the University of Vermont in Burling-

ton, increasing their unbeaten
streak to four games.
“I think we needed to develop
some more secondary scoring and
Coach knew that we had chemistry together,” Shemansky said.
“He put us together our freshman
year and at times last year to create scoring chances.”
This chemistry developed before Beattie, Shemansky and Man-

nesses and that makes it easier for
all of us.”
In the four games since the
line change, the Beattie-Mangene-Shemansky trio has scored a
combined nine points. So far this
season, Beattie has two goals and
nine assists, Mangene has added
three and seven and Shemansky
has found the net four times and
added two assists.

“When you get guys like Mangene,
Anthoine, Shemansky [and]
Beattie chipping in offensively, it
takes a lot of pressure off top guys.”
Tim Whitehead
Head coach
University of Maine men’s hockey
gene donned the UMaine blue, as
all three were teammates on the
Eastern Junior Hockey League’s
New Hampshire Monarchs.
“I’ve played with Matt the last
couple years and in Juniors,” Beattie said. “It’s great to have him
up there. It adds a lot of speed to
our line and helps us defensively
as well.”
“We always know where each
other is; we’re a close-knit group,”
Mangene said. “We know how to
communicate with each other, we
know our strengths and weak-

The rise of secondary scoring
has eased the load on the first-line
guys — seniors center Brian Flynn
and forward Spencer Abbott and
junior forward Joey Diamond —
and helped open up their offense.
In the weekend series against the
Catamounts, the starting line combined for 19 points.
“When you get guys like Mangene, Anthoine, Shemansky [and]
Beattie chipping in offensively, it
takes a lot of pressure off the top
guys, and you can see this last
weekend — they were able to

shine,” Whitehead said. “It’s inspiring to see your teammates rise
up.”
The reason for the second
line’s chemistry is that each player’s skills complement the others’
abilities.
“My greatest asset is my playmaking; I’m a good passer,” Shemansky said. “Beattie has a good
shot and Mangene’s got great
speed on the wing, and he’s great
defensively. When Matty’s on the
line with us, we know we can take
some more chances offensively
because we have someone we can
rely on to get back.”
“I add a little more speed,”
Mangene said. “My strength helps
too — Shemansky’s a little guy —
so with me and Beattie, two big
guys on the line takes some pressure off. My weakness is burying
the puck and both those guys are
great goal scorers.”
Mangene’s speed has been the
difference-maker for the line. With
his ability to get into the offensive
zone while having the speed to
hustle back on defense, the combination of these three players has
helped stabilize a secondary line
that was lacking earlier in the season.
“You can just give [Mangene]
the puck and he’ll take it into the
zone and get it set up,” Beattie

UM men’s hockey prepares
for final game before break
By Jesse Scardina
Sports Editor

With just one game in the
next 19 days, the University
of Maine men’s hockey team
hopes to stay hot as they head
into the holidays, with a showdown against No. 11 Boston
University on Saturday.
The 6-6-2 Black Bears will
host the 8-5-1 Terriers in BU’s
only trip to the Alfond Arena
this season.
UMaine was winless last
season against the Terriers, tying twice and losing a 4-3 at the
Alfond.
“They’re a very talented
team,” said UMaine head coach
Tim Whitehead. “They’ve got
guys at all positions, but that
doesn’t mean they’re invincible. We know we can play
with them; we know they’re
talented, but we’re not afraid of
them.”
The Terriers have won five
of their last six games, their
lone loss coming int the split

of a home-and-home with No.
3 Boston College.
The Black Bears are on a
streak of their own, as they
are unbeaten in their last four
games, including a sweep at
the University of Vermont last
weekend.
“We were pleased with the
results; it’s always good to
climb up the standings,” Whitehead said. “We found a way to
win both nights and move ourselves back into contention.”
The Black Bears were aided
by a strong first-line effort, led
by senior forward Spencer Abbott. Abbott has at least a point
in the last five games, including five goals and four assists
against the Catamounts, earning
Hockey East Player of the Week
honors in the process.
Other first-line starters — senior center Brian Flynn and
junior forward Joey Diamond
— added 10 points collectively
over the weekend.
Abbott’s total of 23 points is
good for eighth in the country.

“They’ve done a great job of another step forward.”
re-establishing our team idenSaturday’s game against the
tity and focus, and are finding a Terriers is UMaine’s only game
way to win games that are up for until Dec. 29, when they take on
grabs,” Whitehead said.
Clarkson University in the anThe Terriers are led by soph- nual Florida College Classic in
omore forward Matt Nieto, who Estero, Fla.
has eight goals and eight
assists on the season. Senior forward Corey Trivino adds 10 goals and four
assists, while four other
players have at least 10
points each.
The Terriers’ biggest
strength is goaltending,
where senior Kieran Millan gives BU stability,
stopping 91 percent of
shots with two shutouts
this season.
“It’s a great opportunity for us to keep the train
moving in the right direction and to continue buildHaley Johnston • Photo Editor
ing momentum heading
into the second half of the The University of Maine menís hockey
season,” Whitehead said. team plays their only game in the next
“We’re looking at this as 19 days when they host Boston Unia great opportunity to take versity this Saturday at 7:30 p.m.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

Junior forward Matt Mangene’s transition to the second line on offense has helped solidify the Black Bearsí scoring.

said. “I think we have a lot more
puck possession with him on the
line. We know each other well
and we’ve played together a lot
and that helps to know all the little
things we like to do.”
Shemansky echoed that, saying chemistry can beat talent.
“Chemistry’s such a huge part
of the game and there are times
where you can have the best play-

ers on the team and they might not
have the best chemistry,” he said.
“Knowing where people are on
the ice makes the game so much
easier; you can be more creative
out there.”
The Black Bears look to continue their unbeaten streak when
they host Boston University for a
single game this Saturday at 7:30
p.m.
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Upcoming Games

Sports Editor

Crossword
Solution

By Jesse Scardina

Women’s Basketball
vs. James Madison, 6 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
at Notre Dame, 7:30 p.m.

Friday, Dec. 9
Women’s Hockey
at Union College, 7 p.m.

Saturday, Dec. 10
Women’s Hockey
at Union College, 2 p.m.
Men’s Hockey
vs. Boston University, 7:30 p.m.
Men’s Basketball
at San Diego, 9 p.m.

Sunday, Dec. 11
Women’s Basketball
at UMass, 1 p.m.

Monday, Dec. 19
Men’s Basketball
vs. Utah Valley, 7 p.m.

Tuesday, Dec. 20
Women’s Basketball
vs. Duquesne in Florida, 4:30 p.m.

Wednesday, Dec. 21
Men’s Basketball
vs. Eastern Illinois, 7 p.m.
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Passes Percentage      Yds      TD    INT

2,893 20 11

Attempts Yds Avg. TD
100		
271 2.7 6

UM: Warren Smith, SR, QB

Passes Percentage      Yds      TD    INT

57-108 52%

1,226

9
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Quarterfinals

Key Players
255-396 64%
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3

Attempts Yds Avg. TD
140		
351 2.5 12

GS: Jaybo Shaw, SR, QB

Attempts Yds Avg. TD
217		
1,055 4.9 11
UM: Pushaun Brown, SR, RB

Attempts Yds Avg. TD
122		
848 6.9 6
GS: Dominique Swope, FR, FB

Receptions Yds Avg. TD
49		
494 10.1 3

threw the ball 11 times in the entire game. Swope carried the ball
31 times for 255 yards, an average
of 8.1 yards per carry. UMaine’s
rushing defense will have to be at
the top of their game as they were
against ASU if they want to stop
the Eagles’ running attack.
“To run that kind of offense,
you need a dynamic fullback and
quarterback at the core,” Cosgrove said. “They have a smart,
savvy quarterback and Swope
at fullback, who put up 255
[yards] against Old Dominion last
week.”
With another trip to the Southeast and another do-or-die playoff
game, players will also have to
contend with finals week when
they get back, but Cosgrove says
it’s just another game for the players, and they know how to handle
it.
“It is just a part of how we
do business here,” he said. “The
players understand the business
side of our travel. I think this is
our seventh flight; the only flight
we’ve lost on is [the University of
Pittsburgh flight]. We know we
have to go south to win, with the
CAA based out of the Richmond
area. We have found a way to win
— we do the right things, stay at
good hotels, have good meetings
and create a good atmosphere. At
home, the homecoming game,
there’s apartment and dorm parties; on the road, there’s no distractions like that to contend
with.”
The University of Maine will
head to Statesboro, Ga., for a 2
p.m. kickoff. The game will be
broadcast on ESPN3.com and
ESPN Gameplan. It will also be
shown at the same time in the Memorial Union.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The Black Bears’ defense will need to do everything they can to stop the Eagles’ potent rushing game.

Lindsay Hartmann • The George-Anne

Georgia Southern freshman running back Dominique Swope is part of the Eagles’ tremendous rushing
attack, which has compiled just under 4,000 rushing yards and 45 touchdowns this season.

UM: Justin Perillo, SO, TE

X-factor
Attempts Yds Avg. TD
133		
926 7.0 5
GS: Robert Brown, SO, FB

Receptions Yds Avg. TD
33		
467 14.2 5
UM: Demarr Aultman, FR, WR

Attempts Yds Avg. TD
80		
537 6.7 7
GS: Jerick McKinnon, SO, QB

Saturday, Dec. 10, 2011
UMaine vs. Georgia Sourthern
FCS Quarterfinal
ESPN3.com at 2 p.m.
Tune into mainecampus.com after the game for the recap

from B6

a kickoff go out of bounds,” said
UMaine head coach Jack Cosgrove. “So the kickers need to
play a little better.”
The other X-factor in Saturday’s contest is ball control. In
the Black Bears’ two losses to
FCS opponents, UMaine had at
least three turnovers. The Black
Bears need to take care of the
ball to prevent Georgia Southern
from controlling the clock.
Luckily for the Black Bears,
the Eagles don’t have the greatest turnover statistics. With just
a plus-three margin, Georgia
Southern has recovered seven
fumbles and intercepted 13 passes, while the Black Bears have
recovered 10 fumbles and picked
off 19 passes — led by senior
safety Trevor Coston and his six
interceptions.
If the Black Bears are able to
limit the turnovers like they did at
Appalachian State — just one interception, mitigated by a threeand-out by the defense — and
can win the field-position game
by pinning the Eagles deep in
their zone with solid punts, then
UMaine has the chance to move
into the national semifinals.
That is, of course, if they can
stop the Eagles’ No. 2 rushing attack.

Paul Perkins • Asst. Photo Editor

The University of Maine football team fires up the UMaine faithful in anticipation of Saturday’s playoff
game against the Eagles at a pep rally in the Memorial Union on Wednesday afternoon..

Paul Perkins • Asst. Photo Editor

The band brought the noise at Wednesday’s pep rally in anticipation of Saturday’s game.

Haley Johnston • Photo Editor

The University of Maine football team travels to Statesville, Ga. this Saturday for an FCS national quarterfinal game tagainst Georgia Southern University at 2 p.m.
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University of Maine football head
coach Jack Cosgrove addresses
the crowd during Wednesday’s
pep rally for the Black Bears’
quarterfinal game against
Georgia Southern.

Heading south, looking for upset
Black Bears to clash
with Georgia Southern

Senior quarterback
Warren Smith

UMaine football looks to continue amazing run in 2011,
will face mighty running attack of Eagles in national tournament
fense we don’t have much experience
against.”
As far as UMaine’s own offensive
attack, they will be focused on playThe quarterfinals of the Football
ing a fundamentally sound game,
Championship Subdivision are here,
eliminating mistakes and executand the University of Maine Black
ing assignments more than trying to
Bears are the only team in the Coloexploit any particular weakness in
nial Athletic Association to make it
Georgia Southern’s defense.
this far in this year’s playoffs.
“We have to make darn sure to
UMaine’s foe this weekend will
play fundamentally good football,”
be the 10-2 Georgia Southern UniverCosgrove said. “Ball security is going
sity Eagles, hailing from the Southto be a major coaching point
ern Conference, the
“The stakes are higher now, especially with leading up to the game. We
same conference that
to eliminate turnovers
includes the team the
the field going from 16 to 8 [teams]. We are have
as well. Everybody from
Black Bears took down
preparing for a one-shot opportunity.”
the pass protectors to the
last week, Appalachian
run blockers has to play a
State University.
Georgia Southern’s
Jack Cosgrove sound, solid, fundamental
two losses this year
Head coach football game.”
Georgia
Southern’s
were to ASU and the
UMaine football
offense is led by senior
University of Alaquarterback Jaybo Shaw
bama, the No. 2 team
and freshman fullback Dominique
in the highest level of college football fensive rhythm going.
Defensive back Troy Russell led Swope. The Eagles primarily run a
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from 16 to 8 [teams]. We are preparing for a one-shot opportunity. The
past doesn’t factor in as much as the
defense that doesn’t have much experience against the triple-option will.”
The defense Cosgrove speaks
of played very well against ASU
last week. The Black Bears allowed
only 3 rushing yards the entire game,
forced two interceptions, recorded
three sacks and never enabled the
Mountaineers to get any kind of of-
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this season.
The Eagles are 9-2, with their
only losses coming from the
Mountaineers and the University
of Alabama, the No. 2 Division I
team in the country.
The Black Bears have had
one of their most successful sea-
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